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H.R. 1675, EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE ACT OF
1989

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
[Chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Kildee, Martinez,
Hayes. Sawyer, Owens, Payne, Poshard, Good ling, Fawell, Grandy,
Smith, Bartlett, Gunderson, and Petri.

Staff present: Jack Jennings, counsel; June L. Harris, legislative
specialist; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counsel; and
Beth Buehlmann, minority education coordinator.

[The text of H.R. 1675 follows:]

(1)
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101sT CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H. R. 1675

To promote excellence in American education by recognizing and rewarding

schools, teachers, and students for thrir outstanding achievements, enhancing

parental choice, encouraging the study of science, mathematics, and engi-

neering, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 5, 1989

Mr. GOODLING (by request) (for himselt, Mr. MICHEL, Mr. GINGRICH, Mr. PETRI,

Mr. GuNDERsoN, Mr. BARTLETT, Mr. HENRy, Mr. GRANDY, Mr. BAL-

UNGER, Mr. SMITH of Vermont, Mr. I AWELL, Mr. GRANT, Mr. HAMMER-

SCHMIDT, Mr. WALKER, Mr. ROBERTS, Mr. LAGOMARSINo, Mr. NIELSON

of Utah, Mr. COURTER, Mz. LEWD; of California, Mr. JAMES, Mr. SHAM

Mr. BROOMFIELD, Mr. STANGELAND, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. UPTON, Mr.

MADIGAN, Mr. &UTE( of Texas, Mr. BAKER, Mrs. METERS of Kansas, Mrs.

MARTIN of Illinois, Mr. KEGULA, Mr. CONTE, Mr. HATTENEL, Mr. PORTER,

Mr. McEwEN, Mr. CoUGHLIN, Mr. BOEHLERT, Mr. DREIER of California,

Mr. HANCOCK, Mr. IRELAND, Mr. RITTER, Mr. BATEHAN, Mr. CHANDLER,

Mr. ROGERS, Mr. SUNDQUIST, Mr. CRAM, Mrs. VUCANOYICH, Mr. RIN-

ALDO, Mr. WYLIE, Mr. SCHUETTE, Ms. SNOwE, Mr. DORMAN of California,

Mr. CLINGER, kr. CALLAHAN, Mr. BURTON of Indiana, Mr. MCMILLAN of

North Carolina, Mrs. MORELLA, Mr. BTJECHNER, Mr. DEWINE, Mr.

HOUGHTON, Mr. THOMAS of California, Mr. MCGRATH, Mr. PuttsELL, Mr.

LIGHTFOOT, Mr. MoCoLLtrat, Mr. KOLBE, Mr. WALSH, MrS. JOHNSON of

Connecticut, Mrs. SALM, Mr. SKEEN, Mr. EDwARDS of Oklahoma, Mr.

STUMP, Mr. KABICH, and Mr. MARTIN of New York) introduced the follow-

ing bill; which was referred to the Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To promote excellence in American education by recognizing

and rewarding schools, teachers, and students for their
outstanding achievements, enhancing parental choice, en-
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couraging the study of science, mathematics, and engineer-

ing, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representa-

2 tives of the United Stale: of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.This Act may be cited as

4 the "Educational Excellence Act of 1989".

5 SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.This Act is organized

6 as follows:

TITLE IIMPROVING ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

PART APREEILDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

PART 13MAGNET SCHOOLS OP EXCELLENCE

PART Ci.LTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

PART DPRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

PART EEFFECTWE DATE

TITLE IINATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS

TITLE IIIOTHER PROGRAMS

7 TITLE IIMPROVING ELEMENTARY AND

8 SECONDARY EDUCATION

9 PART APRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

10

11

12

13

14

15 "SHORT TITLE

16 "SEc. 4701. This part may be cited as the 'Presidential

17 Merit Schools Act'.

PRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

SEC. 101. Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2701 et seq.) is amended

by adding at the end thereof a new part G to read as follows:

"PART GPRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

HR I67 111
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1 "FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

2 "SEc. 4702. (a) PINDINGS.The Congress finds thf..,

"(1) the basic goal of all schools is to develop the

4 skills and abilities of students to their maximum poten-

5 tial;

6 "(2) achievable standards of excellence can and

7 should be set for all students and for all schools;

8 "(3) financial incentives can spur schools to rise to

9 the challenge of meeting these standards; and

10 "(4) improvement in the quality of our educational

11 system is vital to the Nation's future, and demonstrat-

12 ed schoolwide progress in achieving excellence de-

13 serves public recognition.

14 "(b) PURPOSE.The purpose of this part is to recog-

15 nize and reward public and private elementary and secondary

16 schools that have made substantial progress in-

17 "(1) raising student educational achievement;

18 "(2) creating a safe and drug-free school environ-

19 ment; and

20 "(3) reducing the dropout rate.

21 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

22 "SEc. 4703. For the purpose of carrying out this part,

23 there are authorized to be appropriated $250,000,000 for

24 fiscal year 1990, $350,000,000 for fiscal year 1991,

25 $450,000,000 for fiscal year 1992, and $500,000,000 for

26 fiscal year 1993.

IIR 1675 n1
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2 "SEc. 4704. (a) RESERVATIONS.From the amount

3 appropriated under section 4703 for any fiscal year, the Sec-

4 retary may reserve-

5 "(1) up to one quarter of 1 per centum for grants

6 to Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, the

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and

8 Palau (until the effective date of the Compact of Free

9 Association with the Government of Palau) for activi-

ties under this part; and

"(2) up to $500,000 for

"(A) special award ceremonies; and

"(B) evaluations, stuclies, and reports.

"(b) ALLOCATION AMONG STATES.(1) The amount

5

4

"ALLOCATION OP APPROPRIATIONS

10

11

12

13

14

15 remaining after any reservation of funds under subsection (a)

16 shall be allocated to States as follows:

17 "(A) from one half of such amount, each State

18 shall be allocated an amount that bears the same ratio

19 to such amount as the number of children aged five to

20 seventeen, inclusive, in the State bears to the number

21 of such children in all such States, according to the

22 most recent available data that are satisfactory to the

23 Secretary; and

24 "(B) the other one half of such amount shall be

25 allocated among such States on the same basis as

MI 1 A.Pc vu
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5

1 funds are allocated among such States under section

2 1005 of this Act for the same fiscal year.

3 "(2) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'State'

4 means each of the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and

5 the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

6 "STATE APPLICATIONS

7 "SEC. 4705. (a) FOUR-YEAR A.PPLICATION.Each

8 State that wishes to receive a grant under this part shall

9 submit to the Secretary, through its State educational

10 agency, an application for a four-year period, at such time

11 and in such manner as the Secretary may prescribe.

12 "(b) APPLICATION CONTENTS.Each State applica-

13 tion shall contain-

14 "(1) the criteria the State educational agency will

15 use to select Presidential Merit Schools under section

16 4708;

17 "(2) the criteria it will use to determine the

18 amount of awards;

19 "(3) an assurance that it will carry out this part

20 in accordance with the requirements of this part and

21 other applicable legal requirements; and

22 "(4) other information the Secretary may require.

23 "(c) GEPA PROVISIONS INAPPLICATILE.Sections

24 435 and 436 of the General Education Provisions Act,

25 except to the extent that such sections relate to fiscal control

26 and fund accounting procedures, shall not apply to this part.

IIR 1675 III
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"STATE USE OF FUNDS

2 "SEc. 4706. (a) ADMINISTRATION.Each State edu-

3 cational agency may use up to 5 per centum of its grant for

4 the administrative costs of carrying out this part.

5 "(b) PRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOL AWARDS.Each

6 State educatiOnal agency shall use at least 95 per centum of

7 its grant for Presidential Merit School Awards made in ac-

8 cordance with section 4708.

9 "(c) INSULAR AREAS.The provisions of Public Law

10 93-134, permitting the consolidation of grants to the Insular

11 Areas, shall not apply to funds received by such areas under

12 this part.

13 "STATE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

14 "SEc. 4707. (a) STATE REVIEW PANEL.(1) Each

15 State educational agency shall establish a State review panel

16 to assist in the selection of Presidential Merit Schools.

17 "(2) The State review panel shall be broadly representa-

18 tive of the following interests in the State-

19 "(A) elementary and secondary school teachers

20 and administrators;

21 "(B) college and university faculty and adminis-

22 trators;

23 "(0) parents;

21 "(D) State and local boards of education;

25 "(E) State and local governments;

26 "(F) labor;

KR 1615 LH
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1 "(G) business; and

"al) the general public.

3 '(b) ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE SECRETARY.-(1)

4 Within sixty days of making Presidential Merit School

5 awards under this part for any fiscal year, each State educa-

6 tional agency shall submit a report to the Secretary that-

7 "(A) identifies the schools chosen as Presidential

8 Merit Schools;

9 "(B) states the reasons for their selection; and

10 "(0) states the amount of their awards.

11 "(2) Beginning with the second year for which any

12 State educational agency receives funds under this part, its

13 annual report shall also include a brief description of how

14 schools selected in the previous year used their awards.

15 "SELECTION OF PRESIDENTIAL MERIT ECHOOLS

16 "SEC. 4708. (a) ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS.-(1) A State edu-

17 cational agency may designate as a Merit School any public

18 or private elementary or secondary school in the State that

19 has been nominated through procedures established by such

20 agency.

21 "(2) In selecting Presidential Merit Schools, each State

22 educational agency shall apply the selection criteria uniform-

23 ly to public and private schools.

24 "(b) CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY SECRETARY.-(1)

25 The Secretary shall establish minimum criteria to be used by

I1R 1675 IR

1 2
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1 every State educational agency in selecting Presidential

2 Merit Schools.

3 "(2) The criteria established by the Secretary shall

4 address-

5 "(A) progress in improving educational perform-

6 ance, with particulsr emphasis on mastsry of reading,

7 writing, and mathematics skills;

8 "(B) the degree to which the school demonstrates

9 progress in achieving and maintaining a safe environ-

10 ment, including reduction or elimination of problems

11 related to drug and alcohol use; and

12 "(C) progress in reducing the number of students

13 who drop out of school or in encouraging those who

14 have dropped out to reenter school and complete their

15 schooling.

16 "(c) STATE CRITERIA.-(1) Based on the selection cr1-

17 teria established by the Secretary, as required by subsection

iS (b), each State educational agency shall establish additional

19 criteria that measure progress in such areas as-

20 "(A) student achievement, as measured by such

21 factors as year-to-year improvement in test scores, col-

22 lege entrance rates, and employment of graduates in.

23 jobs with significant potential for career development;

24 and

FIR 1875 EH
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1 "(B) other indicators of a school's success, such as

2 improvements in school leadership, the teaching and

3 learning environment, and parental and community

4 support and involvement.

5 "(2) In setting criteria for Presidential Merit Schools,

6 the State educational agency may establish standards that

7 recognize the composition of the student body and other rele-

8 vant factors, and that give special consideration to schools

9 with substantial numbers or proportions of children from low-

10 income families. The State educational agency may also set

11 different criteria for different grade levels.

12 "(3) In applying the criteria to a school in which a pro-

13 gram is conducted under part A of chapter 1 of title I of this

14 Act, the State educational agency shall consider the desired

15 outcomes identified for children in the application submitted

16 under section 1012(b) of this Act by the local educational

17 agency operating the school. No school that a local educa-

18 tional agency has identified under section 1021(b) of this Act

19 shall be eligible for a Presidential Merit School award.

20 "(4) In selecting Presidential Merit Schools and in set-

21 ting the amount of their awards, the State educational

22 agency may not consider a school's planned use of a Presi-

23 dential Merit School award.

24 "(d) AMOUNT OF AwAnn.Each State educational

25 agency shall establish criteria, subject to subsection (c)(4),

HR 1675
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1 including criteria relating to the size of the school and the

2 economic circumstances of the student body, for determining

3 the amount of Presidential Merit School awards.

4 "(e) BYPASS.-If a State educational agency is eitner

5 prohibited by State law from providing funds made available

6 under this part to private schools, or is unwilling to do so, it

7 shall notify the Secretary of such prohibition or unwilling-

8 ness, as well as the private schools it has designated as Pres-

9 idential Merit Schools and the amount of their awards. The

10 Seci-etary shall then provide those funds, from the State's

11 allocation under this part, to the designated private schools,

12 through such arrangements as the Secretary finds suitable.

13 The Secretary shall also withhold from the State's allocation

14 under this part the administrative costs of making such

15 arrangements.

16 "PRESIDENTIAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT

17 "SEc. 4709. Each Presidential Merit School shall be

18 awarded a Presidential Certificate of Merit.

19 "USE OF FUNDS BY PRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

20 "SEc. 4710. A Presidential Merit School shall use its

21 Presidential Merit School award for activities that further the

22 educational program of the school. Such activities may in-

23 dude, but are not limited to-

24 "(1) develoF nent, implementation, or expansion of

25 special programs, such as those focused on: drc, 3ut

26 prevention or reentry, student transition to college or

RR 1675 Lq
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1 employment, preschool children, remedial services, or

2 gifted and talented students;

3 "(2) the purchase or lease of computers, telecom-

4 munications equipment, scientific instruments, instruc-

5 tional materials, library books, and other equipment

6 and materials, except that a public agency shall have

7 title to, and exercise administrative control of, all such

8 equipment and materials;

9 "(3) bonus payments for faculty and adminis-

10 trators;

11 "(4) college scholarships for secondary school

12 students;

13 "(5) parental involvement activities;

.. "(A) community outreach activities; and

15 "(7) helping.other schools replicate its success.

16 "PROHIBITION ON STATE OR LOCAL REDUCTION OF

17 OTHER ASSISTANCE

18 "SEc. 4711. No Federal, State, or local agency may, in

19 any year, take a Presidential Merit School award into ac-

20 count in determining whether to award any other assistance

21 from Federal, State, or local resources, or in determining the

22 amount of such assistance, to either the Presidential Merit

23 School itself or the local educational agency, if any, that

24 operates the school.".

HR 1675 DI
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1 PART BMAGNET SCHOOLS OF EXCELLENCE

2 MAGNET SCHOOLS OF EXCELLENCE

3 SEC. 111. Title PT of the Elementary and Secondary

4 Education Act of 1965 is further amended by adding at the

5 end thereof a new part H to read as follows:

"PART H-M.AGNET SCHOOLS OF EXCELLENCE

7 "SHORT TITLE

8 "SEC. 4801. This part may be cited as the 'Magnet

9 Schools of Excellence Act of 1989'.

10 "FINDINGS

11 "SEC. 4802. The Congress finds that-

12 "(1) no single method of education, or single way

13 of organizing schools and school systems, is best for

14 every community or every group of students:

15 "(2) magnet schools have increased competition

16 and choice and helped to improve the quality of schools

17 and the education of children in the school districts in

18 which they have been established;

19 "(3) magnet schools that focus on mathematics

20 and science train future leaders in disciplines that are

21 of critical importance to the Nation's economic corn-

22 petitiveness; and

23 "(4) Federal funds should be made available for

24 the design and implementation of magnet schools, not

25 only to further school desegregation but also to expand

26 educationai choices for students and parents and the

/IR 1675 IR
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1 Olucational benefits of such special academic and voca-

2 tional school programs.

3 "PURPOSE

4 "SE0. 4803. (a) It is the purpose of this part to support

5 the establishment, expansion, or enhancement of Magnet

Schools of Excellence in order to promote open enrollment

through parental choice and to strengthen the knowledge of

elementary and secondary school students in academic and

vocational subjects.

"(b) As used in this part, the term 'Magnet School of

Excellence' means a public elementary or secondary school

that-

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 "(1) offers the highest quality instruction in an

14 academic or vocational discipline or creates a unique

15 and effective learning environment;

16 "(2) is open to students from beyond the immedi-

17 ate school attendance area; and

18 "(3) is capable of attracting students from a varie-

19 ty of backgrounds.

20 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

21 "SEC. 4804. For the purpose of calving out this part,

22 there are authorized to be appropriated $100,000,000 for

23 fiscal year 1990 and each of the three succeeding fiscal

24 years.

18
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1 "GRANT APPLICATIONS

2 "SEc. 4805. (a)(1) Any local educational agency, inter-

3 mediate educational agency, or consortia of such agencies de-

4 siring to receive a grant under this part shall submit an appli-

5 cation at such time, in such manner, and containing such

6 information, as the Secretary may require.

7 "(2) An applicant may be, but is not required to be,

8 adopting or implementing a desegregation plan.

9 "(b) Each application shall contain-

10 "(1) a description of-

11 "(A) the objectives of the proposed project

12 and how those objectives will achieve the purpose

13 of this part, as set out in section 4803; and

14 "(B) how the funds r :c.,de available to the ap-

15 plicant will be used to provide an educational pro-

16 gram of the highest quality that will encourage

17 greater parental decisionmaking and involvement;

18 and

19 "(2) sue: assurances as the Secretary may rea-

20 sonably require.

21 "(c) The Secretary shall encourage applications for pro-

22 posed projects that-

23 "(1) recognize the potential of children who are

24 educationally disadvantaged or who come from low-

25 income families; and
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1 "(2) establish, expand, or enhance magnet schools

2 that focus on a particular educational approach or on

3 a particular subject area, such as mathematics and

4 science.

5 "(d) Each application submitted pursuant to this section

6 shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary that any

proposed project assisted with funds under this part will not

result in segregation based upon race, religion, color, national

origin, sex, or handicap, or impede the progress of desegrega-

tion within the applicant's school system.

"SELECTION OF APPLICATIONS

"SEc. 4806. In awarding grants under this part, the

Secretary shall consider the quality of the proposed project,

the likelihood of the project's successful implementation, and

the likelihood of its strengthening the educational program of

the applicant.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 "LIMTATIONS

18 "SEc. 4807. (a) No Magnet School of Excellence may

19 be supported with funds under this part for more than two

20 years.

21 "(b) No applicant may receive a grant for more than one

22 year under this part, unless it demonstrates to the Secretary

23 that the Magnet School of Excellence for which assistance

24 was provided in the first year is making satisfactory progress

25 in meeting the objectives specified in its approved applica-

26 tion.

Ha 1675 III
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1 "(c) No Federal, State, or local agency may, in any

2 year, take a Magnet School of Excellence award into account

3 in determining whether to award an other assistance from

4 Federal, State, or local resources, or in determining the

5 amount of such assistance, to either a Magnet School of Ex-

6 cellence itself or to the local educational agency or intermedi-

7 ate educational agency that operates the school.".

8 PART CALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR TEACHERS

9 AND PRINCIPALS

10 ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR TEACHERS AND

11 PRINCIPALS PROGRAM

12 SEC. 121. Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary

13 Education Act of 1965 is further amended by adding at the

14 end thereof a new part I to read ps follows:

15 "PART IALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR TEACHERS

16 AND PRINCIPALS

17 "SHORT TITLE

18 "SEc. 4901. This part may be cited as the 'Alternative

19 Certification of Teachers and Principals Assistance Act of

20 1989'.

21

22

23

24

25

26

"FINDINGS

"SEC. 4902. The Congress fmds that

"(1) effective elementary and secondary schools

require competent teachers and strong leadership;

"(2) school systems would benefit greatly by re-

cruitment pools of well-qualified individuals, such as

Int 1675 IR
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1 scientists and engineers, from which to select teachers

2 and principals;

3 "(3) talented professionals who have demonstraMd

4 a high 'level of subject area competence or management

5 and leadership qualities outside the education profes-

6 sion wish to pursue second careers in education, but

7 often do not meet traditional certification requirements;

8 and

9 "(4) alternative certification requirements that do

10 not exclude such individuals from teaching or school

11 administration solely because they do not meet current

12 certification requirements would allow school systems

13 to take axlvantage of these professionals and improve

14 the supply of well-qualified teachers and principals.

15 "PURPOSE

16 "SEc. 4903. (a) It is the purpose of this part to improve

17 the supply of well-qualified elementary and secondary school

18 teachers and principals by encouraging and assisting States

19 to develop and implement alternative teacher and principal

20 certification requirements.

21 "(b) As used in this part, the term-

22 "(1) 'alternative teacher and principal certification

23 requirements' means State or local requirements that

24 permit entry into elementary and secondary teacher

25 and principal positions for individuals who have demon-

strafed a high level of appropriate subject area compe-

IIR 1675 111-3
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1 tence, or management or leadership qualities, in ca-

2 reers in or out of the education field, but who would

3 not otherwise meet existing requirements for teaching

4 or supervisory positions. Alternative teacher and prin.

5 cipal certification requirements may recognize that-

6 "(A) for teachers, a high level of demonstrat-

7 ed competence in an appropriate subject area may

8 be substituted for traditional teacher certification

requirements (such as teacher training course

work); and

"(B) for principals, a high level of demon-

strated competence in administration and manage-

ment may be substituted for traditional principal

certification requirements (such as teaching expe-

rience or supervisory experience in the field of

education); and

"(2) 'State' means any of the States of the Union,

District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 the

19 Puerto Rico.

20 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

21 "SEc. 4904. For the purpose of carrying out this part,

22 there are authorized to be appropriated $25,000,000 for

23 fiscal year 1990.

24 "ALLOTMENTS

25 "SEc. 4905. (a)(1) From the amount appropriated to

26 carry out this part, the Secretary shall allot to each State the

RR 1875 III
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1 lesser of either the amount the State applies for under section

2 4906 or an amount that is proportional to the State's share of

3 the total population of children ages five through seventeen

4 in all the States (based on the most recent data available that

5 is satisfactory to the Secretary).

6 "(2) If a State does not apply for its allotment, or the

7 full amount of its allotment, under the preceding paragraph,

8 the Secretary may reallocate the excess funds to one or more

9 other States that demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Sec-

10 retary, a current need for the funds.

11 "(b) Notwithstanding section 412(b) of the General Edu-

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

cation Provisions Act, funds awarded under this part shall

remain available for obligation by a recipient for a period of

two calendar years from the date of the grant.

"STATE APPLICATIONS

"SEc. 4906. (a) Any State desiring to receive a grant

under this part shall submit an application at such time, in

such manner, and containing such information, as the Secre-

tary may reasonably require.

"(b) Each State application shall

"(1) describe the programs, projects, and activities

to be undertaken; and

"(2) contain such assurances as the Secretary

deems necessary, including assurances that

"(A) funds awarded to the State will be used

to supplement, and not to supplant, any State or

101 1875 111
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1 lopal funds availablo for the development and im-

2 plementation c alternative teaCher and principal

3 certification requirements;

4 "(B) the State has, in developing its applies-

5 tion, consulted with the State or local agency that

6 certifies teachers and erincipals, as well as repre-

7 sentatives of elementary and secondary school

8 teachers and principals, local school systems, par-

9 ents, and other interested organizations and indi-

10 viduals; and

11 "(C) the State will submit to the Secretary,

12 at such time as the Secretary may specify, a final

13 report describing the activities carried out with

14 funds awarded under this part and the results

15 achieved.

16 "(c) Sections 435 and 436 of the General Education

17 Provisions Act, except to the extent that such sections relate

18 to fiscal control and fund accounting procedures, shall not

19 apply to this part.

20 "USE OF FUNDS

21 "SEC. 4907. (a)(1) A State shall use funds awarded

22 under this part to support programs, projects, or activities

23 that develop and implement new, or expand and improve ex-

24 isting, alternative teacher and principal certification require-

25 ments.

Ka 1875 Eli
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1 "(2) A State may carry out such programs, projects, or

2 aztivities directly, through contracts, or through subgrants to

3 local educational agencies, intermediate educational agencies,

4 institutions of higher education, or consortia of such agencies.

5 "(b) Programs, projects, and activities supported under

this part may include, but are not limited to, the

"(1) design, development, implementation, testing,

and evaluation of alternative teacher and principal cer-

tification requirements;

"(2) establishment of administrative structures

necessary to the development and implementation of

alternative teacher and principal certification require-

ments;

"(3) training cf staff, including the development of

appropriate support _programs, such as mentor pro-

grams, for teachers and principals entering the school

system through the alternative teacher and principal

certification program;

"(4) development of recruitment strategies; and

"(5) development of reciprocity agreements be-

tween or among States for the certification of teachers

and pfincipals.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 "EXPIRATION DATE

24 "SEc. 4908. Effect lye October 1, 1990, the Akernative

25 Certification of Teachers and Principals Assistance Act of

26 1989 is repealed.".
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1 PART DPRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN

2 EDUCATION

3 PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

4 PROGRAM

5 SEC. 131. (a) The heading for title U of the Elementary

6 and Secondary Education Act of 1965 is amended to read as

7 follows: "CRITICAL SIMALS IMPROVEMENT AND

8 PRESIDENTIAL TEACHER AWARDS".

9 (b) Title U of the Elementary and Secondary Education

10 Act of 1965 is fure r amended by adding at the end thereof

11 the following new part:

12 "PART DPRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN

13 EDUCATION PROGRAM

14 "FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

15 "SEc. 2301. (a) FINDINGS.The Congress finds that-

16 "(1) the success of America's elomentary and sec-

17 ondary schools depends most heavily upon the Nation's

18 teachers;

19 "(2) when teachers are highly motivated and cora-

20 niitted to excellence, they succeed not only in impart-

21 ing subject matter knowledge, but also in instilling in

22 their students an appreciation of the value and impor-

23 tance of education;

24 "(3) elementary and secondary school systems

25 should have in place standards of teacher excellence

Mt 1675 Ilt
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1 and fair and effective procedures for measuring teacher

2 success; and

3 "(4) in return for their efforts, excellent elementa-

4 Ty and secondary school teachers deserve public recog-

5 nition, respect, and appropriate financial awards.

6 "(b) PURPO8E.It is the pm-pose of this subpart to

7 reward teachers in every State who meet the highest stand-

8 ards of excellence.

9 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS; ALLOCATIONS TO

10 STATES

1 1 "SEc. 2302. (a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-

12 TION8.There are authorized to be appropriated $7,600,000

13 for fiscal year 1990 and each of the three succeeding fiscal

14 years to carry out the provisions of this part.

15 "(b) ALLOCATION FOEMULA.(1) From the funds ap-

16 propriated for any fiscal year for this part under subsection

17 (a), the Secretary may first reserve an amount not t 0 exceed

18 $200,000 for expenses related to an annual award ceremony

19 and the issuance of award certificates.

20 "(2) From the remaining funds, the Secretary shall allo-

21 cate to each State an amount that bears the same relation to

22 the total amount available under this paragraph as the

23 number of full-time equivalent public elementary and second-

24 ary school teachers in such Ate bears to the total number of

25 such teachers in all the States, except that no State shall be

26 allocated an amount under this paragraph that is less than
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1 the amount necessary to fund one Presidential Award for Ex-

2 cellence in Education plus the State's administrative ex-

3 penses as reserved in accordance with subsection (c).

4 "(3) In determining a State's allocation under paragraph

5 (2), the Secretary shall use the most recent satirlactory data

6 available to the Department.

"(c) ADMINISTRATIVE ExPENSEE3.Each State may

8 reserve up to 5 per centum of its allocation tr Aer subsection

9 (bX2) for administrative expenses, including the cost of eon-

10 vening the panel described in section 2304(c).

11 "(d) USE OF EXCESS FUNDE3.If a State has excess

12 funds remaining after it has made the maximum number of

13 awards possible in accordance with section 2305(a) and re-

14 served a portion of its allocation for administrative expenses

15 in accordance with subsection (c), the State may use the re-

16 mainder of its allocation for appropriate State ceremonies or

17 other forms of recognition for teachers in the State who do

18 not receive a Presidential Award for Excellence in

19 Education.

20 "(e) STATE DEFINED.--For the purposes of this part,

21 the term 'State' shall include the fifty States, the District of

22 Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-.

23 lands, Guam, American Samoa, the Northern Mariana Is-

24 lands, and Palau (until the effective date of the Compact of

25 Free Association with the Government of Palau).
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1 "(f) INsuLA's AREAS.The provisions of Public Law

2 93-184, permitting the consolidation of grants to the Insular

8 Areas, shall not apply to fInds allocated under this part.

4 "STATE APPLICATIONS

5 "SEC. 2308. (a) SUBMISSION OF STATE APPLICA-

6 TIoNs.The Secretary is authorized to make grants to

7 States in accordance with the provisions of this subpart. In

8 order to rec6ive a grant under this subpart, the Governor of

9 each State shall submit a one-thne application to the Secre-

10 tary. Such application shall be filed at such time and in such

11 manner, and shall contain such information, as the Secretary

12 may reasonably require.

13 "(b) DESCRIPTION OF STATE CRITERIA AND PROCE-

14 DURES.The application shall contain a description of the

15 State's criteria and procedrres for selecting recipients of

16 Presidential Awards for Excellence in Education. The

17 State's criteria and procedures shall be subject to the approv-

18 al of the Secretary.

19 "(c) ASSURANCES.The application shall contain as-

20 surances that-

21 "(1) Presidential Awards for Excellence in Educa-

22 tion shall be made in accordance with the provisions of

23 this subpart;

24 "(2) the State shall provide such fiscal control and

25 fund accounting procedures as the Secretary may re-

26 quire; and

ER 1675 111
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 "(b) NOMINATIONS.(1) Local educational agencies,

16 public and private schools, teachers, parents, associations of

17 teachers, associations of parents and teachers, businesses,

18 business groups and student groups may nominate teachers

19 for awards under this subpart.

20 "(2) The State educational agency shall notify local edu-

21 cational agencies, public and private schools, associations of

22 teachers, associations of parents and teachers, business

23 groups, and the general public of the deadlines and proce-

24 dures for making nominations, and inform them of the selec-

25 tion criteria that will be used in selecting award recipients in

26 a given year.

as 1875 III
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"(3) the State shall apply the selection criteria

uniformly to nominations for recipients of Presidential

Awards for Excellence in Education that are ,received

from public and private schools, teachers, associations

of teachers, parents, associations of parents and teash-

ers, businesses, business groups, or student groups, as

well as those received from local educational agencies.

"SELECTION OF AWARD RECIPIENTS

"SEc. 2304. (a) ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS.Any full-

time public or private elementary or secondary school teacher

of academic or vocational subjects shall be eligible to receive

an award under ths subpart, except that teachers of religion

(other than religion as an academic discipline) shall not be

eligible.

31
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1 "(c) SELECTION BY STATE PANEL.Selection of

2 award recipients in each State shall be made from among the

3 teachers nominated in accordance with subsection (b). Award

4 recipients shall be selected by a panel that is chosen by the

5 Governor in consultation with the chief State officer and is

6 composed of members representing parents, school adminis-

txators, teachers, school board members, and the business

8 community.

9 "(d) SELECTION CRITERIA.The State panel shall

10 select award recipients in accordance with the criteria ap-

11 proved by the Secretary in the State's application. The selec-

12 tion criteria may take into account, but are not limited to, a

13 teacher's success in-

14 "(1) educating 'at-risk' students, such as educa-

15 tionally or economically disadvantaged, handicapped,

16 limited English proficient, or homeless children, as well

17 as the children of migrant agricultural workers, to their

18 fullest potential;

19 "(2) educating gifted and talented students to

20 their fullest potential;

21 "(3) encouraging students to enroll, and succeed,

22 in advanced classes in subjects such as mathematics,

23 science, and foreign languages;

KR 1675 Ui
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1 "(4) teaching in schools educating large numbers

2 of 'at-risk' students, including schools in low-income

3 inner-eity or rural areas;

4 "(5) introducing a new curriculum area into a

5 school or 'strengthening an established curriculum;

6 "(6) acting as a 'master teacher' by helping new

7 teachers make the transition into a teaching career; or

8 "(7) encouraging potential dropouts to remain in

9 school or encouraging individuals who have dropped

10 out to reenter and complete their schooling.

11 "AMOUNT AND USE OF AWARDS

12 "SEc. 2305. (a) AMOUNT OF AWARDS.The amount

13 of a Presidential Award for Excellence in Education shall be

14 $5,000.

15 "(b) USE OF AWARDS.An award to an individual re-

16 cipient under this subpart shall be available for the recipient's

17 use for any purpose.".

18 PART EEFFECTIVE DATE

19 EFFECTIVE DATE

20 SEC. 141. The a: andments made by this title shall be

21 effective October 1, 1989.

22 TITLE IINATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS

23 NATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS PROGRAM

24 SEC. 201. Part A of title IV of the Eigher Education

25 Act of 1965 (20 US.C. 1001 et seq., hereinafter referred to

26 in this title as "the Act"), is amended-

RR 1675 1111
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1 (1) by redesignating subparts 7 a.nd 8 as subparts

2 8 and 9, respectively; and

3 (2) by inserting immediately after subpart 6 the

4 following new subpart:

5 "SuEPAET 7NATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLIUM PROGRAM

6 "PURPOSE; APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

7 "SEc. 419L. (a) PURPOSE.It is the purpose of this

8 subpart-

9 "(1) to establish a National Science Scholars Pro-

10 gram to recognize student excellence and achievement

11 in the physical, life, and computer sciences, mathemat-

12 ics, and engineering;

13 "(2) to assist students who have demonstrated

14 outstanding academic achievement in continuing their

15 education in these fields of study at sustained high

16 levels of performance; and

17 "(3) to contribute to strengthening the leadership

18 of the 'United States in these fields.

19 "(b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION/El.There

20 are authorized to be appropthied $5,000,000 for fiscal year

21 1990, $10,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, $15,000,000 for

22 fiscal year 1992, and $20,000,000 for fiscal year 1993.

23 "SCHOLARSHIPS AUTHORIZED

24 "SEc. 419M. (a) PROGRAM AUTHORITY.The Secre-

25 tary is authorized, in accordance with the provisions of this

26 subpart, to carry out a program of awarding scholarships to

Hit 1873 DI
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1 students who are selected by the,yalident; have demonstrat-

2 ed excellence and achievement in the life, physical, or corn-

3 puter sciences, mathematics, or engineering; and who show

4 promise of continued outstanding icademic achievement in

5 these fields of study. The Secretary may carry out this pro-

6 gram through grants, contracts, or cooperative agreements.

7 "(bX1) PERIOD OF INITIAL AliVARD.A student who

8 satisfies the requirements of section 4190(a) may receive a

9 scholarship, for a period of one academic year, for the first

10 year of undergraduate study at an institution of higher educa-

11 tion.

12 "(2) CONTINUATION ANVARDS.A student who satis-

13 fies the requirements of section 4190(b) may receive addition-

14 al scholarships, each awarded for a period of one academic

15 year, in order to complete his or her undergraduate course of

16 study. A student may receive additional scholarships for up to

17 three acrAemic years of undergraduate study, except that, in

18 the case of a student who is enrolled in an undergraduate

19 course of study that requires attendance for five academic

20 years, the student may receive additional gcholarships for up

21 to four ace,demic years el undergraduate study.

22 "(c) USE AT ANY INSTITUTION PERMITTED.A stu-

23 dent awarded a scholarship under this subpart may attend

24 any institution of higher education, as defined in section

25 1201(a) of the Act.
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1 "(d) NATIONAL SOMNCE SCHOLAR8.Students

2 awarded scholarships under this subpart shall be known as

3 'National Science Scholars'.

4 "SELECTION OF SCHOLAKS

5 "Sec. 419N. (a) SELECTION CRITERIA.The Secre-

6 tar), shall appoint a pane! if experts, composed of scientists,

7 mathematicians, engineers, end representatives of industries

8 that utilize advanced technologies, to recommend to the Sec-

9 retary specific academic acLievement criteria for use in the

10 nomination of scholars. The Secretary shall review the

11 panel's recommendations and publish appropriate academic

12 achievement criteria in the Federal Register.

13 "(b) SELECTION PB0CESS.(1) Using the criteria de-

14 scribed in subsection (a), each State shall nominate at least

15 four, but not more than ten, students from each congressional

16 district within that State. The President shall select students

17 to receive scholarships under this part Ln accordance with

18 paragraph (2).

19 "(2)(A) After considering the students nominated under

20 paragraph (1), the President shall select at least thirty stu-

21 dents to receive scholarships. The President may consult a

22 board, consisting of the President's Science Advisor, the Sec-

retary, and the Director of the National Science Foundation,

24 regarding the selection of students under this subparagraph.

25 "(B) After considering the students nominated under

26 paragraph (1), the President shall select an additional five

ra 1675 IN
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1 hundred and forty students to receive scholarships. Each

2 Senator and Member of the House of Representar7es (or in

3 the case of the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin

4 Islands, Guam, or American Samoa, the Delegate or Resi-

5 dent Commissioner) is entitled to make recommendations to

6 the President regarding the selection of students, nominated

under paragraph (1), for one scholarship.

"(C) USE OF EXCESS FuNDE.If the funds available

under this subpart for any fiscal year exceed the amounts

required for initial and continuing awards under section

419M(b), the President may, after considering the students

nominated under subsection (b)(1), select additional students

to receive scholarships under section 419M(b)(1).

"(d) DISBURSAL OF SCHOLARSHIP PROCEEDS.

Scholaiship proceeds shall be disbursed on behalf of students

who receive scholarships under this subpart to tbe institu-

tions of higher education at which the students are enrolled.

No scholarship proceeds shall be disbursed on behalf of a etu-

dent until the student is enrolled at an institution of higher

education.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 "ELIGIBILITY OF SCHOLARS

22 "SEC. 4190. (a) REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIAL

23 AWARD.To be eligible to receive a scholarship under sec-

24 tion 419M(b)(1), a student shall-

25 "(1) be scheduled to graduate from a public or

26 private secondary school, or to obtain the equivalent of
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8

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 "(I) maintains a superior level of academic

23 achievement, as determined in accordance with the

24 regulations of the Secretary;

34

33

a certificate of graduation (as recognized by the State

in which the student resides), during the school year in

which the award is made, or be scheduled to so gradu-

ate or obtain such equivalent within three months after

the date of the award;

"(2) have been excepted for enrollment at an in-

stitution of higher education as a full-time undergradu-

ate student (as determined by the institution); and

"(3) have declared a major in one of the life, com-

puter, or physical sciences, mathematics, or engineer-

ing, or provided a written statement to the State of his

or her intent to major in one of these fields of study, if

it is the policy of the institution at which the student

has been accepted for enrollment that stidents not de-

clare a major until a later point in their course of

study.

"(b) REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUATION AWARDS.-

A student who has received a scholarship under section

419M(b)(1) may receive a scholarship for a subsequent aca-

demic year of undergraduate education wider section

419M(b)(2) if the student-

RR 1675 In
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1 "(2) continues to major in, or provides a state-

2 ment to the State as described in subsection (aX2) of

3 his or her continuing intent to major in, one of the life,

4 computer, or physical sciences, mathematics, or engi-

5 neering; and

6 "(3) continues to be enrolled at an institution of

7 higher education as a full-time undergraduate student

8 (as determined by the institution).

9 "(c) WAxvEE OF FULL-TME ATTENDANCE REQUIRE-

MENT.The Secretary may waive the full-time attendance

11 requirements in this section in unusual circumstances.

12 "(d) FAILURE TO MEET ELIGIBILITY REQUIRE-

13 MENTs.In the event that the student fails to meet the re-

14 quirements of this section, the student's eligibility to receive

15 further scholarships (or scholarship proceeds) under this sub-

16 part shall be determined in accordance with the regulations of

17 the Secretary.

18 "SCHOLARSHIP AMOUNT

19 "SEc. 419P. (a) AMOUNT OF ANVARD.Except as pro-

20 vided in subsections (b) and le), the amount of a scholarship

21.. awarded under this subpart for any academic year shall be

22 $10,000.

23 "(b) RELATION TO COST OF ATTENDANCE AND

24 OTHER GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIMNotwithstanding

25 subsection (a), the amount of a scholarship awarded under
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1 this subpart shall be reduced by the amount that the scholar-

2 !LThi

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

,

"(1) exceeds the student's cost of attendance, as

defined in section 472 of the Act; or

"(2) when combined with other Federal or non-

Federal grant or scholarship assistance the student re-

ceives in any academic year, exceeds the student's cost

of attendance, as defined in section 472 of the Act.

"(c) ADJUSTMENTS FOR INSUFFICIENT APPROPRU-

TIONS.In the event that funds available in a fiscal year are

insufficient to fully fund all awards under f 's subpart, the

amount paid to each student shall be reduced proportionately.

"SUMMER EMPLOYMF'T OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCHOLARS

"SEc. 419Q. (a) PRIORITY FOR SUMMER EMPLOY-

MENT.To the extent that they are otherwise qualified, stu-

dents receiving scholarships u.tder this part shall be given

priority consideration for federally financed summer employ-

ment in federally funded research and development centers,

that, to the maximum extent practicable, complements and

reinforces the educational program of these studente.

"(b) FEDERAL AGENCY COOPERATION.Federal

agencies shall cooperate fully with the Secretary and partici-

pate actively in providing appropriate summer employment

opportunities for such student3.".
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1 CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

2 SEC. 202. (a) Section 401(b) of the Act is amended by

3 striking out "subparts 1 through 8," and inserting in lieu

4 thereof "subparts 1 through 9,".

5 (b) Section 481(a)(1) of the Act is amended by striking

6 out "except subpart 6" and inserting in lieu thereof "except

7 subparts 6 and 7".

8 (c) Section 483(f) of the Act is amended by striking out

9 "subparts 4, 5, and 7" each place it appears and inserting in

10 lieu thereof "subparts 4, 5, and 8".

11 EFFECTIVE DATE

12 SEC. 203. The amendments made by this title shall be

13 effective on October 1, 1989 for academic year 1990-1991

14 and succeeding academic years.

15 TITLE laOTHER PROGRAMS

16 DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS URBAN EMERGENCY GRANTS

17 SEC. 301. The Drug-Free Schools and Communities

18 Act of 1986 (20 U.S.C. 3171 et seq.) is amended-

19 a) in section 5111(a)

20 (A) in paragraph (1), by striking out "(other

21 than C)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(other than

22 part C and section 5132(d))"; and

23 (B) at the end thereof, by adding a new

24 paragraph to read as follows:
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1 "(3) For the purpose of carrying out section 5132(d),

2 there are authorized to be appropriated $25,000,000 for each

of the fiscal years 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993."; and

4 (2) in section 5132, by adding at the end thereof

5 the following new subsection:

6 "(d) URBAN EMERGENCY GRAN'rs.The Secretary

7 shall use funds appropriated under section 5111(aX3) to

8 award a small number of one-time grants to local educational

9 agencies that are located in urban areas that have the most

10 severe drug problems, to assist those agencies in developing

11 and implementing comprehensive approaches to eliminating

12 the serious drug problems that affect schools and students

13 within their boundaries.".

14 HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

15 SEC. 302. Section 360(a)(3) of title III of the Higher

16 Education Act of 1965 is amended-

17 (1) by inserting "(A)" immediately after "(3)";

18 and

19 (2) by adding at the end thereof a new sIt'ipara-

20 graph to read as follows:

21 "(B)(i) There are authorized to be appropriated

22 $10,000,000 for fiscal year 1990, $20,000,000 for

23 fiscal year 1991, $20,000,000 for fiscal year 1992, and

24 $10,000,000 for fiscal year 1993 for awards under sec-

25 tion 332 of the Act to historically Black colleges and

26 universities that qualify as part B institutions.
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1 "(i) A part B institution that receiVes an award

2 from funds appropriated for any:fiscal year under

3 clause (i) shall not be eligible to receive an award from

4 funds appropriated for that fiscal year under subpara-

5 graph (A), but a past B institution that does not re-

6 ceive an award from funds appropriated for any fiscal

7 year under clause (i) shall be eligible to receive an

8 award from funds appropriated for that fiscal year

9 under subparagraph (A).".

10 EFFECTIVE DATE

11 SEC. 303. The amendments made by this title shall be

12 effective October 1, 1989.

0
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Chairman HAWHINS. The Committee on Education and Labor is
called to order.

We are pleased to have before the committee this morning, the
Secretary of Education and for the purpose of introducing the Sec-
retary, I yield to our distinguished friend, Mr. Good ling.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I want to
thank you for granting us this opportunity to hear the Secretary
on the Educational Excellence Act of 1989. I am one of those who
have endorsed and signed on to that legislation.

I do so because I am so pleased that we have leadership down-
town who believes very strongly that there is a leadership role for
the Federal Government in the area of education. I am also pleased
to note that some money is included in appropriations for these
programs and so I am happy to have the Secretary present his tes-
timony and respond to our questions.

For those who don't know, I just introduced the Secretary up-
stairs to my district press who comes to Washington, DC and fol-
lows me around for a day to see what I do, even taking pictures
while I was rushing to the elevator, trying to eat my breakfast on
the way.

The Secretary, of course, came to Washington, DC in 1988 nomi-
nated by President Reagan. Then President Bush asked him to
remain as Secretary. He is a sixth generation Texan. He has his
Ph.D. from Iowa State University and as I said to him upstairs, he
certainly has helped education as far as providing students, be-
cause he and Mrs. Cavazos, who is sitting behind him, are the par-
ents of ten children.

So, we are very happy to have you with us today, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you.
Chairman LAWKINS. Thank you. Without the formality of asking

members to forego a statement at this time, the record will be
available for members to put their statements in the record.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Nick J. Rahall II followsj
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HOHOFUCOLE NICK J. FUUU1LL, II(D-MV)
STATEMENT

HEARING ON PRESIDENT'S EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE BILL
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

AUGUST 2, 1989

Mt. Chairman, I will be brief.

ForgavaZOS I have already stated for the Record that many; if not most

of your recommendations to the President, and his to the Congress, for

ducational excellence are programs are already in law. Many were

taken care of, on a modest scale due to budgetary considerations, by the

HaWkins-Stafford Omnibus Education Act signed into law by President Reagan

last year.

Yet X note that the Labor-HHS-Education appropriation' bill scheduled

for action today on the floor reserves funds for some of those programs

proposed to be authorized in tho near future, so that they can be funded in

FY 1990.

In recent actions teken by this Committee in reauthorizing the

Perkins Vocational Eduration Act, we deliberately delayed funding for one

year of several new initiatives which we believe to be of critical

importance to vocational education -- namely, we delayed funding for our new

Business-Labor-Education Partnership Program, authorized at $20 million; and

we delayed funding for urgently needed facilities and equipment for

vocational education schools and programs, authorized at $100 million.

I also note, again from the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill

being considered today by the House, that the Mid-Career Teacher Training

Demonstration Program for Nontraditional Students (that is, for those

persons who have worked in education-related fields, and are retired or at

mid-career and ready for retirement, and who would be able to becone

classroum teachers if they were to receive training in teaching techniques
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and so forth). This program, enacted as part of the Higher Education

Amendments of 1986, would provide planning and operations expanses not to

exceed two years for one eadh such program to be established in the 10

Federal Regions, after which the programs would become self-financing.

After programs established with federal funds are evaluated, the Secretary

would disseminate information on those programa showing the highest success

rate or potential for success to Institutions desiring to establish their

ovn. It is important to note that this program does not go on forever

providing federal funds for training mid-career professionals for quick

entry into the clsasroom - but expects Institutions with teacher training

programa to for auch persons in the future to fund their own. It is a

fiscally sound approach. I think, and ought to be carried out accordingly.

I am pleased to note, at least, that the Administration is willing to

accept an amendment to its Emergency Urban Drug Abuse Prevention proposal,

by including additional funding for such emergency needs in Rural aaaaa as

well. At least, I bolieve the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee

has recommended such an amendment.

With respect to the new "Magnet Schools" proposal, I still believe this

threatens the existing Magnet Schools Program which in authorized to be

funded at $165 million, and has not reached that full-funding level,not even

in today's Labor-HAS-Education appropriations bill.

I have other concerns over these so-called 'new propposals, and

believe that at this time, we should work very hard toward full funding for

existing education programs, particularly those new initiatives to be found

in the Hawkins-Stafford Education Act, and the recently House-passed

Vocational Educaticn Act reauthorization before we add on more new

4 6
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initiatives Chat may become a drain on available funds for education.

I am not a person who goes around predicting doom and gloom, but if we

think this year's budget process was, and remains, difficult, then we have

only to wait until next year. I am for funding all education programs that

are aimed at improving snd enhancing the lives of our Children and youth, as

well as adults but education has suffered drastic declines in the Federal

support available for it over the last decade, and I repeat Chat I would

like to see xisting progress catch up a little, plus see funding available

for programs already approved by this Committee, before we begin adding on

programs. The President's programs are perfectly okay as far as they go,

but they are not necessarily crucial because they are not new, and some

Federal dollars are already flowing down to the states and localities,

however plight those amounts might be, for most of the purposes outlined for

funding in the President's proposal.

I regret it if this sounds very negative, DT. Cavazos for I am not a

negative person. I am, however, a realistic person who knows how difficult

it is to find money for our programs this year, particularly new

initiatives, and how much more difficult it is likely to be next year.

I am willing to listen; I am willing to be convinced of the absolute

necessity of the President's proposals. But I will need convincing if the

funding for them should supersede in importance the funding of existing and

newly proposed programs also intended to address critical needs of our

schools.

Thank you, Hr. Chairman.

=1;
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Chairman HAWKINS. May I join in the welcome and allow you,
Mr. Secretary, to present your views before the committee. We are
delighted to have you. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE LAURO F. CAVAZOS,
SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have
submitted a rather lengthy statement for the record and I would
like to request that that be included.

Chairman HAWKINS. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-

mittee, I am pleased to present today President Bush's legislative
proposal in the Educational Excellence Act of 1989. With me today
is Charles Kolb, Deputy Under Secretary for Budget, Planning and
Evaluation.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin by thanking you for holding
these hearings on the Educational Excellence Act. As you know,
thanks to the dedicated efforts of Mr. Good ling, this subcommit-
tee's ranking Republican, 88 Members of the House have co-spon-
sored this bill.

I am hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that after today's hearing, you and
your colleagues will join with the department in a bipartisan effort
to move this bill through the legislative process.

Last year, the 100th Congress produced the landmark Hawkins-
Stafford Elementary and Secondary School Improvement Amend-
ments of 1988 and that law advances the quality of Federal elemen-
tary and secondary eduzation programs in many significant ways.

It improves program accountability in the Chapter 1 and Drug-
Free Schools programs, expands parental choice through a reau-
thorized magnet schools program, provides greater flexibility to
school districts in implementing bilingual education programs, en-
hances parental involvement in programs for disadvantaged chil-
dren, and stimulates educational reform and innovation.

Our proposed legislation would complement the Hawkins-Staf-
ford legislation in several important ways. First, it is based on the
rinciple that Federal dollars should help those most in need.

Second, it would encourage schools and teachers to strive for excel-
lence and success by recognizing and rewarding educational
progress.

Third, it would encourage major restructuring of schools by ex-
tending to parents who do not now have it the opportunity to exer-
cise choice in selecting schools for their children, and finally, it
would encourage the development of flexible systems to enrich the
ranks of the teaching professions.

The Presidential Merit Schools program would provide cash
awards to schools on criteria related to improved student perform-
ance in basic skills, creation of a safe and drug-free school environ-
ment, and a reduction in the dropout rate. Many schools are strug-
gling against difficult odds to create an environment for their stu-
dents that is conducive to learning.

The point here is a simple one: not to reward schools that have
already "made it" but to reward those that are making significant
progress.
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Magnet Schools of Excellence would bring the many recognized
benefits of magnet schools to communities that might not qualify
for the desegregation-related Magnet Schools Assistance programs
recently reauthorized by the Hawkins-Stafford Amendments.

To ensure that funds are available to benefit children who are
most in need, the department would encourage applications that
recognize the potential of educationally disadvantaged children to
benefit from magnet schools programs.

Under the program for Alternative Certification of Teachers and
Principals, the department would provide assistance to States that
are interested in expanding the pool of talent from which they
draw teachers and principals.

This program would offer an incentive for States to design flexi-
ble certification systems to draw into education talented profession-
als who have demonstrated their subject matter competence or
leadership qualities in fields outside of education.

Through Presidential Awards for Excellence in Education,
awards of $5,000 each would be given to teachers who meet the
highest standards of excellence. Our schools are blessed with many
teachers who are highly motivated and committed to excellence.

These teachers succeed not only in imparting subject matter
knowledge, but also in fostering in their students an appreciation
of the value and the importance of education, and for this I believe
they should be rewarded.

Drug-Free Schools Urban Emergency Grants would supplement
programs currently supported by the Drug-Free Schools and Com-
munities Act. Urban school districts are often disproportionately
affected by drug trafficking and abuse.

Urban Emergency Grants would enable these districts to under-
take the kind of comprehensive plans we believe are essential if
they are to eliminate the serious drug problems that affect the
schools and the students within their boundaries.

For Historically Black Colleges and Universities, the President
would amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide addition-
al support for endowment matching grants. Income from the en-
dowment funds could be used to improve academic programs as
well as institutional administration.

The National Science Scholars program would provide under-
graduate college scholarships of up to $10,000 a year to students
who demonstrate excellence and achievement in the life, physical,
or computer sciences, mathematics, or engineering.

American students are just not choosing to enter these profes-
sions in large enough numbers, and the country is in danger of suf-
fering a serious shortfall of scientists, mathematicians, and engi-
neers by the year 2000. I believe this program could help us avert
that danger.

Mr. Chairman, in concert with the many fine programs author-
ized by the Hawkins-Stafford Amendments, the programs con-
tained in the Educational Excellence Act of 1989 would greatl3 ad-
vance our efforts to achieve a better-educated America.

I urge this committee and the Congress to take prompt and fa-
vorable action on this legislation. I also urge you to take a look
around you and to look at what is going on in many of your own
states.

119
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Michigan has seen several sigzificant legislative proposals to im-
prove education statewide, including choice proposals and proposals
to set quality standards for schcAs. Detroit offers some schools of
choice.

In Pennsylvania, the School Performance Incentive Program pro-
vides cash awards to demonstrate improvement in a variety of
areas. Pittsburgh and Philadelphia have magnet school programs.

In New Jersey, the Provisional Teachers Program is one of the
most effective alternative certification programs in the country.
The State has also adopted a proposal for a principal certification
system that provides an alternaVve route for training and licensing
principals.

Finally, I am sure that you, Mr. Chairman, are very proud of
California's efforts to improve education. California has been a
leader in underwriting accountability in education through its
annual reporting of coursetaking and performance for all of its
schools.

The California Business Roundtable has come out strongly in
favor of the idea of choice, stating that "choice would strengthen
the public school system by introducing competition and putting
pressure on weak schools to do better."

Several models of choice are being implemented in California, in-
cluding schools-within-a-school and special schools with a subject
matter focus. Interdistrict choice is allowed if both school districts
involved agree.

I could go on, but my point here should be obvious: many of your
own states are Pursuing innovations in education that are making
a difference, and we deeply appreciate that. The President and I
want to encourage this development through these reforms: re-
wards, grants, research, and innovations that you will find in the
Educational Excellence Act of 1989.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kolb and I will be
pleased to answer your questions.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Labro F. Cavazos follows]
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DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION

Statement of

Laura F. Cavazos, Secretary of Education

Before the

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education

House Committee on Education and Labor

August 2, 1989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be here today to present President Bush's legislative

proposals tm the Educational Excellence Act of 1989. With ate today is Charles

Kolb, Deputy Under Secretary for Planning, Budget and Evaluation.

Mt. Chairman, I would like to begin by thankins you for holding this

hearina an the Educational Excellence Act. As you knov, thanks to the

dedicated efforts of Mt. Coodlina, this Subcommittee's ranking Republican, 88

members of the Nouse have co-sponaored this bill. I am hopeful, Mr. Chairman,

that after today's hearing, you and your colleagues will join vith the

Department in a bipartisan effort to move this bill through the legislative

process. Working vith key Democrats and Republicans in the Senate, we have

already been successful in developina legiLlation that the Senate Labor and

Human Resources Committee reported unanimously on July 20.

Unfortunately, the Senate bill would defer implementation of the major

new programs until 1991, and would condition their funding on higher funding

for other programs. In the House, however, we are very appreciative that the

appropriations committee hal provided that we may use fiscal year 1990 funds

52
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for several of t .r major proposed new programs, provided that authorizing

legislation is enacted prior to Mardi 1, 1990. The appropriations committee

has also indicated Chat it will corsider flu:ding for other new programa in our

bill 1f authorizing legislation is enacted. Under your and Mt. Coodling's

leaderthip, I hope-that the Nouse Education and Labor Committee will seek

authorization beginning in 1990, rather than 1991, and will work for enactment

prior to Mirth 1, 1990, so that these funds can begin reathing States,

sthools, and Children during 1990.

Last year, you and your colleagues in the 100th Congress produced the

landmark Eavtins-Stafford Elementary and Secondary Sthool Improvement

Amendments of 1988. That law advances the quality of Federal elementary and

secondary education programs in many significant ways. :t improves program

accountability in the Chapter 1 and Drug-Free Sthools programa, expands

parental Choice through a reauthorized magnet sthools program, provides

greater flexibility to school districts in implementing bilingual education

programs, enhances parental involvement in programa for disadvantaged

Children, and stimulates educational reform and innovation.

America needs the Educational Excellence Act to build upon the great

strides we made in Hawkins-Stafford. Let me tell you why I firmly believe

this to be the case. You've heard me talk about our "education deficit" in

this country. The fact Chat we now outspend most countries in education does

not, in any way, make up for the fact that when it comes to solid results, our

students and our sthools overall simply aren't cutting it. Despite some

promising State reform efforts, this year's "State Education Performance

Chart" -- popularly known as the "Wall Chart" -- indicates that our

3
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performance on the vhole is stagnating. I said °hen the "Wall Chart" was

released, and I'll repeat it to yom today: the situation scares se; it should

scare you too.

Many of the State and local reforms that have been implemented across

this country in the vake of A Nation At Risk are exciting and positive, but

such *till remains to be done. These reforms must continue, mmst expand, sust

take root, and -- most important of all -- must work. That is vhat President

Bush's agenda is all about, and that is precisely why I'm before you today

urging passage of the President's Educational Excellence Act of 1939. If you

look closely at the components of this bill, you'll see tItt, for the most

part, they are intended to help stimulate and encourage education reform --

through Federal seed money, targeted awards End grants, and expanded research

that we hope will produce innovative and successful strategies for reform.

Let me just take A fev minute* now and explain to you briefly the details

of the seven new programs in the Educational Excellence Act of 1939.

Our proposed legislation would complement the vork of the 100th Congress

in several important ways. First, it is based on the principle that Federal

dollars thould help those most in need. Second, it would encourage schools

and teachers to strive for excellence and success by recognizing and rewarding

aducational progress. Third, it would encourage major restructuring of

schools by extending to parents Vho do not now have it the opportunity to

exercise choice in selecting schools for their dhildren. And finally, it

would encourage the development of flexible systems to enrich the ranks of the

teadhing profession.
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President Bush and I are very proud of this legislation. The Department

and the White House.vorked closely in shaping Os bill, and we certainly

appreciate the favorable reception that we have been receivins from the

Conaress. We vent to work closely with you, Mr. Chairman, to ensure that

theme proposals receive serious consideration and, of course, speedy enactment.

o The Presidential Merit Schools. program would provide cash awards to

schoolu based on criteria related to improved student performance in basic

skills, creation of a safe and drug-free school environment, and a reduction

in the dropout rate. The legislation would authorize $250 million for fiscal

year 1990, increasing to $500 million by fiscal year 1993. Funds would be

allocated to States based in part on school-age population and in part on each

State's Share of funds from the Chapter 1 Basic Grant program. MAny schools

are struggling against difficult odds to create an enviremment for their

students that is conducive to learning. I believe we should recognize and

reward the efforts of those schools tt. improve and provide encouragement for

other schools to follow their lead. I want to emphisize, Mt. Chairman, that

what we are talking about here is encouraging and revardins schools that are

finding ways to make progress in improvins the learnina environment for their

students. The point here is a simple one: not to reward schools that have

already "made it" but reward those that are making significant progress in

improving their school, right now.

o Malnet Schools of_Hgcellence would bring the many recognized benefits

of magnet sthools to communities that might not qualify for the

debegregation-related Magnet Schools Assistance program recently reauthorized

by the Hawkins-Stafford kmendmenta. This legislation would authorize $100
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million to be appvriated eaeh year. This complementary program would have

the dual purposes of promoting open enrollment through parental ehoice and

strap. :ening the knowledge of elementary and secondary students in academic

and vocational subjects. To ensure that funels are available to benefit

ehildren who are most in need, the Department would encourage applications

that recognize the potential of educationally disadvantaged ehildren to

benefit from magnet schools programs. I'm sure that all of you have seen the

stories in /be Washinaton Post and perhaps in your local newspapers about

those parents who line up for days outside local magnet schools in order to

enroll their ehildren. They do so for a reason: magnet schools work, and

George Bush and I want to find ways to expand magnet schools and other

examples of ehoice all across this country.

o Under the program for Alternative Certification of Teachers lag

Principals, the Departsent would provide assistance to States that are

interested in expanding the pool of talent from which they draw teachers and

principals. An authorization of $25 million, for fiscal year 1990 only, would

provide one-time grants to States to support such activities as training,

program development, and evaluation. This program would offer an incentive

for States to design flexible certification systems to draw into education

talented professionals who heve demonstrated their subject matter competence

or leadership qualities in fields outside education. I believe many of our

country's scientists, engineers, and business men and women would mare

outstanding and talented educators, and I would like to see our school

children benefit from their expertise.

o Through ftesidenrial Awards for_Excellence in _Mutation, awards of

$5,000 each would be given to teachers who meet the hishest standards of
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excellence. Our schools are blessed with many teachers who are highly

motivated and committed to excellence. These teachers succeed not only in

imparting subject matter knowledge, but also in fostering in their students an

appreciation of the value .nd importance of education, and for this I believe

they should be rewarded. For these Presidential teacher awards, the

legislation would authorize $7.6 million annually.

o Hjomaxes_IshogIgArHanjurganu_Strazill would supplement programs

currently supported by the Drug-Ftee Schools and Communities Act. Urban

school districts are often disproportionately affected by drug trafficking and

abuse. I. sure you agree vith me that the presence of drugs in our

schools -- and the violence that so often attends drugs -- is a netionel

tragedy. This program would authorize $25 million per year for one-time

grants to urban districts experiencing the most severe drug problems. These

grants would enable school districts to undertake the kind of comprehensive

plans that we believe are essential if they are to eliminete the serious drug

problems that affect the schools and students within their boundaries.

o For Historically Black Collemes and Universitieg, the President's bill

would emend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide additional support for

endowment matching grants. Historically Black Colleges and Universities Play

e vital role in the American system of higher education, yet many of them are

weiker financially than other institutions. Over a four-year period, the bill

would authorize $60 million for grimed that could be used to match private

sector contributions to the schools' endowment funds. Income from the

endowment funds could be used to improve academic programa as well as

institutional administration.
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o The ffational Science Scholars program would provide undergraduate

college stholarships of up to $10,000 a year to students who demanstrete

excellence and athievement in the life, physical, or computer sciences,

mathematics, or engineering. American students are just not thoosing to enter

these profession,' in large enough numbers, and the country is in danger of

sufferins a serious Shortfall of scientists, mathematicians, and ensineers by

the year 2000. I believe this program could help us avert that denser. The

legislation would authorize $5 million for fiscal year 1990, increasins to

$20 million by fiscal year 1993. Each year, the President would select 570

scholarship recipients after conaiderins the recommendstiona of an advisory

board and Members' of Congress.

Kr. Chairman, in concert with the many fine programs authorized by the

Havkins-Stafford Amendments, the programs contained in the Educational

Excellence Act of 1989 would zreatly advance our efforts to athieve a

better-educated America. I urge this committee and the Consress to take

prompt and favorable action on this legislation, vhith would build upon many

of the fine efforts underway in your own Stntes.

In Ohio, magnet school programa are underway, and the legislaturt there

has seen bills introduced for programs to free excellent school districts from

certain State requirements and to establish tests that can be compared across

districts to help improve accountability.

Illinois has a statewide math and science magnet high school. It is also

studyins various thoice programs across the country to see what's effective.
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In Kentucky, alternative certification programs for teachers are offered

through the University of Louisville. lath year, the State recognizes schools

of axcellence and a Compensatory Education Teacher of the Year.

Michigan has seen al significant lesislative proposals to improve

education statewide, including choice proposals and proposals to set quality

standards for schools. Detroit offers some schools of choice.

Ths Montana Council for the Teaching of Mathematics awards two $1,000

scholarships each year to the top high school math students, vho are chosen by

statewide examination.

In New Jersey, the Provisional Mather Program is one of the most

effective alternative cortification programs In the country. Me State bes

also adoptad a proposal for a principal certification systes chat provides an

alternative route for training and licensing principals.

New York has funded a variety of magnet school plans throughout the

State. One highly successful example has been the program in District 4

ofEast Harlem. There are also several avard programs to encourage district

and teacher innovation, incluang the Lffectivo Schools Consortia Nework.

In Pennsylvania, the School Performance Incentive program provides cash

avards to schools that demonstrate improvement in a variety of areas.

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia have magnet school programs.

In Texas, the Alternative Teacher Certification program has met the

demand for new teachers and, at the sum time, has become a primary means of

attracting quality minority professionals to the teaching field.
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In Vermont, the University of Vermont's Post-Baccalaureate Teadher

Certification ProgeAm provides an alternate route to certification in a

variety of elementary and secondary subjects.

In Wisconsin, magnet or specialty schools are offered at the district

level. Incentives to reward teachers include sabbaticals, grants, and

training workshops.

The State of West Virginia offers an alternative certification program tc

retired professionals with degrees in arts and sciences, and provides 85,000

to each of its "Outstanding Teadher/Principal Merit Award" winners.

Finally, I'm sure that you, Mt. Chairman, are very proud of California's

efforts to Laprove education. California has been a leader in underwriting

accountability in education through its annual reporting of coursetaking and

performance for all of its schools. California parents and taxpayers can

assess how well the schools are performing and how they are progressing in

implementing baprovement.

Choice is now being proposed in California to enable parents to act on

this information in making informed Choices about their dhildren's schooling.

The Califoruia Business Roundtable has ccme out strolgly in favor of the idea

of choice, stating that "choice would strengthen the public sdhool system by

introducing competition and putting pressure on weak schools to do better."

Several models of choice are being implemented ba California, including

schools-within-a-school and special schools with a subject matter focus.

Interdistrict choice is allowed if both school districts involved agree.

I could go on, but my point here should be obvious: many of your own

States are pursuing innovations in education that are making a difference.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Mr. Secretary, I
had an opportunity to review the proposal last night. I stayed up
rather late to read through it. After our conversation by telephone,
I was grasping for opportunities to reciprocate on cooperating in
every way possible.

Obviously, we look forward to as much cooperation as we possi-
bly can. However, I must confess some d of fear that we are
diverting the real movement in the fielrf education from the
School Improvement Act which we worked on and passed last year,
and that there may be some danger trends in some of the programs
being advocated in H.R. 1675.

I don't think this is the time to hesitate, to carefully consider
what we are doing. There are some opportunities, it seems to me,
to have some cooperation on some of the programs in H.R. 1675;
some are not dramatically different from what we have tried to do
on this committee.

However, unfortunately, it seems to me most of those, the ones
that do offer their means of cooperation, are somewhat tied in with
a new idea that has been proposed and is being called parental
choice.

It seems to me that "parental choice" is a very dangerous idea
that has not really been scrutinized. I think that if this committee
does anything at all for education, it certainly should scrutinize
any proposal, not only parental choice, but all of the other ideas
that seem to be offered at this time.

We have not yet really implemented the School Improvement
Act that you commended. We are behind in terms of regulations.
We are behind in terms of funding and we seem in many ways to
be embarking on new ideas, some of which are duplicative of the
very act that we passed last year.

The merit school proposal is not really new. We gave the depart-
ment the opportunity to use five percent of the basic grants for in-
novative ideas. That is already authorized and it seems to me that
that is about as far as wc should go at this time until the School
Improvement Act we passed last year has an opportunity to be im-
plemented by local school districts.

Your magnet school concept is nothing new. We worked with
that concept in the Senate conference committee last year. Not
only did we retain the magnet school concept in the field of deseg-
regation, but we added a new magnet school concept in a program
cled alternative and curriculum schools in a section of that act.

Now, you propose to add a third one. We didn't even sufficiently
fund the first one. The second one is not funded, and now, you are
suddenly suggesting a third one. Well, it seems to me, that is not
only duplicating what we have already done, but it takes us far
afield from the purpose of trying to improve the school for every
child and not simply for a few.

Now, there are other smaller programs in the proposal that I
think we could, with some degree of modification, agree upon. But
it all adds up to the fact that we find ourselves not funding what
has been proven successful, not implementing what we already
have authorized and going down a dangerous road.

One of the studies that recently surfaced was: "School Choice:
The New Improved Sorting Machine" which was made possible
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through a grant from the University of Wisconsin. That is one of
your grantees. It seemed to me that they have analyzed, much
better than apparently the department, the dangers that are inher-
ent in the proposal before us.

In a two-year research study they conducted, Mr. Moore and Ms.
Davenport ended up their report by saying that, "school choice has
proven risks and unnroven benefits, that it represents a new and
more subtle form of aiscriminatory sorting at a time when the eco-
nomic survival of our cities depends on across-the-board improve-
ments in the educational results.'

The burden of proof now clearly rests on the advocates of publ!.:
school choice to show that it can lead to significant and equitable
school improvement in more than a few isolated situations, that its
"at risk" students can be eliminated on a widespread basis as a
matter of actual practice, and not merely on paper.

I think that we really have to be cautious in that you have no
model on which to base the advocacy of school choice, and yet you
have planned regional conferences around the country to sell the
idea of "choice" to local school districts that already have the au-
thority to use choice or to institute choice if they wish to, and to
preferably use their own money rather than trying to get Chapter
1 money to do the job.

I would certainly express, in the spirit of cooperation, that before
you go out to sell the idea to others that we document the success
of those few models that have been cited already and together look
at what we can do to institute reform of an educational system,
without embarking on an untried, unproven and certainly an un-
documented idea.

I don't think the Federal Government should be in the business
of selling this idea as competition in the school system. There is no
comparison between the private sector selling of soap and the sell-
ing of a service to the children of America. The competition would
only mean that we would pit one school against another and it is
obvious that the schools that sort out awl concentrate on the
higher achieving students are going to succeed.

There is no doubt about that, but two-thirds of the children of
America are in schools that are unsuitable at this time. Unless we
reach those children, as well as the higher achievers, then we
aren't going to accomplish the goal of high quality education for all
of our children. I would simply caution you that the selling of
choice reminds me of the medicine man selling snake oil.

I don't think we want to sell any idea in education on that basis
and I know that you are sincere, you are dedicated and we appreci-
ate the cooperative spirit, but I would certainly caution you that
when you go out on these regional conferences that you are going
to be met with a lot of opposition. There will be individuals out
there that will certainly be there to challenge the selling of this
idea which has not been approved by the Congress. It is not that
you are testing Federal education policy because we haven't dealt
with it and this is new. We have a long journey together and I am
willing to travel with you. If you want to travel with my friend,
Bill Good ling, I know that we can cooperate, but let's do it together
and not unilaterally go out without Congressional scrutiny to sell
choice and try to persuade others to do it.

6 2
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May I simply ask one question which worries me and that is the
matter of funding. Where is the money coming from? I don't know
where the money is coming from, and I hope that you can clarify
that point because the Appropriations Committee will have that
bill on the floor this afternoon. The Appropriations Committee has
suggested that if given the authority, they would make the pro-
gram available to us in terms of funding, but they suggest that it is
reprogramming, money which will be taken away from Chapter 1
money, and I think that you suggested to me that that was not
true, but tell me just where is the money coming from?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. aairman. I appreciate very
much your thoughtful words and I assure you that we will work
with you to resolve the issues and problems facing education in
America. Certainly coming together to discuss a bill as important
as this one is a good sign in itself.

If I may take a moment to touch on many of the issues that you
have raised here, Mr. Chairman. I think that first of all, the Presi-
dent's merit schools initiative is an important idea whose time has
come. We do have, as you so accurately point out, the authority to
recognize merit schools through our recognition program.

The merit schools that we are talking about in this program
though are a different set of merit schools. These are merit schools
that have turned around their programs. Among the criteria that
might be used to identify merit schools would be, those stemming
the dropout problem, having a drug-free campus, increasing test
scores, and discipline. A variety of standards could be established,
not just to give additional recognitions to those schools that have
already made it, but to recognize and reward the schools that have
turned around their programs to the point where they are moving
in a more pwitive direction.

The "Educational Excellence Act" strives to find and reward
schools that have really made a difference in the lives of young
people. The issue of Magnet Schools of Excellence, is certainly a
vital one. Like each of the members of this subcommittee, I contin-
ue to vigorously support as strongly as I can the desegregation as-
pects of our magnet school program. I am committed to working
with you, Mr. Chairman, to the last day to make sure that no
action taken by the department has a negative impact on our de-
segregation efforts.

I look at the Magnet Schools of Excellence in a different way
than I do the department's Magnet Schools Program that is used
for desegregation purposes. For one, the President's magnet school
initiative would be available to schools that have not had the op-
portunity to participate in the current program because their pro-
grams are unable to meet the desegregation criteria that we re-
quired. I look at the whole issue of choice, as exemplified by the
President's Magnet School Initiative, as but one of the strategies
that we must employ, Mr. Chairman, to start turning around edu-
cation in this nation.

I think that we must put in place a variety of strategies that
have been called restructuring, that would help us turn around the
problems in American education.

The issue of choice, obviously, is a key component in our plan to
restructure education, and I will come back in a little more detail
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on that. In addition, I really believe that we need to look very
strongly at the issue of alternative certification of teachers as an-
other mechanism to attract additional professionals into teaching
in vitally needed areas and from minority groups.

The issue of school-based management is another strategy that
needs to be explored at the local level. While this idea is not neces-
sarily addressed in this bill, I believe that the Federal Government
should provide the leadership necessary to encourage states or lo-
calities to adopt this practice. I also believe that we have to focus a
lot of attention on early childhood education.

In terms of restructuring education in our country, I believe that
we could look at such things as whether to change the length of
the school day, the number of days students attend school, or the
differences in school programs. My point is that there are a lot of
issues that have already been discussed at the National level that
indicate that we must change our entire system.

My concern is a fundamental one. We are all aware of many of
the problems facing education in our country, but nothing has hap-
pened. The time has come to change the system itself. The Presi-
dent's magnet schools of excellence proposal is a good place to
start.

I have spent my whole life in research. I like to think that I am
still a scientist, and I am constantly researching and looking time
and time again for the answers to the problems facing education.

Lowrey Associates il 1983 conducted a study nationally and they
found for all types of students choice produces significant growth
and achievement in cognitive and social areas. The study showed
that these benefits are not attributable to the matter of school se-
lectivity, because 85 percent of the magnet schools do not select
students on the basis of past academic achievement.

In most cases, schools of choice are not academically elite. Yet,
both attendance and student behavior improved in schools of
choice. These schools encourage families to get more involved in
the education of their children, which, I think is critical. To me,
parental involvement is perhaps the single most important element
in our efforts to restructure American education. Parents need to
be involved more in the education of their children, and I see
schools of choice as another mechanism of achieving this key
result.

Magnet schools are popular. Thirteen of the fift, -ban school
districts studied showed significant growth of over 50 percent in
their magnet school enrollment from 1982 to 1983. Magnet schools
have been responsible for tremendous improvement in attendance
rates and reducing dropout levels.

One of the best known and well-documented cases involving a
magnet school is the East Harlem study. Ten years ago, East
Harlem developed a system of choice in its public junior high
schools and middle schools. At that time, only 16 percent of its stu-
dents read at or above grade level and its students ranked 32nd in
math out of the 32 community districts in New York City.

Today over half of those students read at or above grade level
and the district ranked 15th or 16th depending upon the test used
by the community districts. Performance and competition for stu-
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dents created many different educational alternatives from which
studenth could choose.

Now, let me point out a couple of other issues here. I have made
the point that choice is a catalyst to restructuring schools. I want
to strongly encourage schools of choice, to reach out to the at-risk
student rather than to ignore those students.

Most importantly, by expanding the concept of choice to children
in the early grades, I believe we would offer studenth a better edu-
cation at the time when they are most vulnerable. Perhaps this
would cut back on the loss of some of our most at-risk students in
later years.

Minnesota, Washington, Colorado, California, and other states
have developed choice plans specifically for dropouts. These plans
are known generically as second-chance plans because it gives stu-
dents that have dropped out a second chance to succeed.

If a dropout student feels that he or she would do better in a
school other than the one they dropped out of, then they have that
choice under this system. Let me point out a couple of other things.
While dropout figures are not available at this time for East
Harlem, attendance rates have gone up dramatically to 90 percent
since choice was implemented. Teacher attendance rates have also
drastically improved at the school.

In Chicago where dropouts rates are about 50 percent, one of the
magnet schools there, Metro High School, graduates 90 percent of
its studenth. It only has a ten percent dropout ratethis is despite
the fact that 91 percent of Metro students are minority and over
half are from low-income families.

I really believe we should work together to develop an education-
al system of which we can all be proud. There are some cases that
demonstrate that choice can work. There is some encouraging data,
and I am optimistic about it.

I am optimistic that if we focus on the concept of choice and
carefully examine the issues that are involved, we can set aside
some of the problem areas and work together to develop a program
that can be adapted to meet the educational needs of students
across the country.

The choice conferences that we have scheduled are part of the
department's efforts to inform the public about this key issue.
Before each conference, Mr. Chairman, I have asked to have a
meeting with as many parents as I can find so I can listen to their
concerns. I will hopefully be able to incorporate some of their ideas
into some of the actions we take at the department.

What I am trying to do here, sir, is open up to this nation the
entire issue of restructuring education. I see choice as the corner-
stone of our efforts to bring this about.

With regard to funding for the Educational Excellence Act, as I
remarked to you sterday in our conversation, what we are talk-
ing about here is additional funding, not taking money from Chap-
ter 1.

I have gone on the record, sir, in front of your committee time
and time again to state my strong commitment to Chapter 1. I
agree with you that these are new programs and we must seek ad-
ditional funding for them.
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Funding for this bill should not come out of those programs that
have demonstrated their worthiness.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Secretary, of course, that is highly spec-
ulative as to whether or not we can get the money, but it seems to
me that without the money, you don't have a bill. The bill appro-
priates money for specific programs.

To talk in terms of what that money is going to be expended for
is useless unless we can pin it down. We already have successful
programs, for an example Chapter 1 is a successful program. It
would seem to me that we should implement what is already in the
statute. I agree with practically everything that you have said.

As I indicated, you already have the authority for these pro-
grams. The authority is in the School Improvement Amendments,
and now you are suggesting some additional programs for which
there is no money. That sends a false signal to the public, that
somehow you have something that will solve the problems.

We might argue whether they do or not, but if we don't have the
money to fund these programs it seems to me that we should con-
centrate on implementing the programs in the School Improve-
ment Amendments. I agree with you on carrying the magnet
school concept beyond desegregation; we have already done it. We
have already done practically everything that you are proposing.

If I were the principal of a so-called "choice" school, God forbid,
but if I were, you let me select the students, reject those I don't
want, give me the choice of teachers, give me all the resources that
you are talking about that are going to be put into a choice school,
and I will show you some results. Even a dumb politician such as I
am could do that, but ' hat is not solving the problem.

You speak of the dropout problem. You didn't even request
money for the dropout problem we already have enacted. Now, if
we are going to do something about dropouts, we are not going to
do it unless we put some money behind some of the programs that
we already have enacted.

You have suggested cutting about 20 different programs, includ-
ing not funding the dropout program, the follow through programs,
as well as many of the other programs. You have even recommend-
ed cuts in student aid programs, and here you are proposing other
programs while you yourself admit that there is no place to get the
money to fund them.

This committee is ready to authorize and have authorized pro-
grams, but we still have to justify them.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
comment and follow-up for a moment on some of the issues you
raised. As you are aware, we spend a lot of time focusing on the
issue of dropouts and keeping youngsters in school. Like you, we
are committed to working in a vigorous fashion to address this im-
portant problem.

Looking at our proposed budget, there are a number of programs
administered by the department, such as Chapter 1, the President's
merit schools initiative, migrant programs, the magnet schools for
desegregation, and right on down the line to bilingual education
and Title III, that are geared to address the problem of school drop-
outs.

6 6
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The question about the dropout studythat was obviously a two-
year study and I think that certainly we are going to continue to
press in that area. I would like, if I may, to ask Mr. Kolb to com-
ment a little about the matter of student aid.

Mr. Km& Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think, Mr. Hawkins, you
made the point that there would be cuts in student aid. I don't be-
lieve that that is entirely accurate. The reductions that have come
out in the budget are reductions that are based primarily on inter-
est rate assumptions and would affect the amounts of money going
for things like interest and special allowances.

The overall number of students who will be participating in and
benefiting from our student aid programs will continue to go up, so
there is no decrease in services whatsoever. On the general issue of
where the money is going to come from, if I could just add an ob-
servation on that, I think, Mr. Chairman, it is fair to say that the
money will come from where it always comes from and that is
through the appropriations process. Of course, there is a bit of the
chicken and the egg issue here, and that is normal because we
need authorizing language.

We are very pleased at the positive signals that we have received
from Mr. Natcher's subcommittee which, I think, points in the di-
rection of merit schools and magnet schools, but we'd like the au-
thorization and I think that President Bush and Secretary Cavazos
have made it clear that we are not requesting that these programs
be funded by offsetting other programs that are oui there, that are
working, that are doing a good job.

These are additional programs, and they are different. They're
not duplicative of the fine programs in Hawkins-Stafford. What
they really do is focus on accountability and state reform and that
is new, and every single one of them, I think, would add to the
state reform movement that is ongoing throughout this country.

Chairman HAWKINS. I would ask permission to put into the
record at this point a list of the programs for which the President's
budget made no request for education program funding at this
time, including ten programs in higher education.

If there is no objection, I submit this for the record.
[The material followsl
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Chairman Hawkins

Jack Jennings and June Harris

1990 President's Budget - No Requests for
Education Program Funding
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The President did not request any funding for the

following programs for Fiscal Year 1990t

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

1. Chapter 1, Rural Technical Assistance Centers
2. Impact Aid (Payments for *13* children)

3. Workplace Literacy Grants
4. English Literacy Grants
5. Women's Educational Equity Act
6. Dropout Demonstration Programs (the authorization

expired in 1989, although we do have a
House-passed bill extending the program for 2

years)**
7. Ell7Wder Fellowships (Close-up Foundation)
8. Follow Through
9. Native Hawaiians

10. Vocational Rehabilitation Recreation Programs
11. Vocational Rehabilitation Model Transition Grants

POSTSECONDARY

1. Perkins Loans (to help needy undergraduate and
graduate students meet their postsecondary
educational costs through low-interest long-term
loana.)

**We have to be careful with this one because there is no

current apthorization lmvel for the s hool dropout program.
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2. State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) (to help
the States develop and expand grant and
workstudy assistance to students attending
postsecondary educational institutions)

3. Innovative Community Projects
4. Cooperative Education (support for the planning,

establishment and operation of cooperative
education projects in higher education
institutions).

5. Veterans Education Outreach (Grants help
institutions support offices of veterans affairs
which provide outreach, recruitment, special
educational services, and counseling)

6. Law School Clinical Experience (to establish or
expand programs in accredited law schools that
provide clinical experience in the practice of
law.)

7. College Housing_ Loans
8. Douglas Scholarships (to encourage and enable

outstanding high school graduates to pursue
teaching careers at the preschool, elementary
school, or secondary school level)

9. narris Fellowships (to provide, through
institutions of nigher ed., a program of grants
to graduate and professional student: who
demonstrate financial need)

10. Assistance to Guam

z-4
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Chairman HAWKINS. I have exceeded my time, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Mr. Chairman, could we get a copy of that

list also?
Chairman HAWKINS. I will let you have a copy. See that the list

has also been given to the clerk, please. Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Secretary, I didn't stay up as late last night,

so I will try to be less painful or something of that nature.
Chairman HAWKINS. Are you saying that I am painful.
Mr. GOODLING. No, I said to Jack that you are not as sweet as

you normally are. You stayed up too late last evening.
[Laughter.]
Mr. GOODLING. First of all, let me indicate that I stand shoulder

to shoulder with the chairman in relationship to the School Im-
provement Act. This committee worked long and hard and we be-
lieve that there are a lot of important elements in that act that
will help to improve education.

On the other hand, I look to what you have presented for the ad-
ministration as something to complement what we have done and
look forward to folding it all into one package. As for magnet
schools, probably more than anyone else, I was the one, the fly in
the ointment in our conference with the Senate last year because
my fear was that they hadn't really given careful thought to what
they were doing.

I also thought that perhaps if they hrin't given careful thought,
it could be somebody's way of getting around the desegregation
orders. I know the commitment of this President and I know your
commitment. Anything that we might do in that area will be limit-
ed tightly enough that that cannot happen.

Parental choice. The Secretary and I had a lengthy meeting on
parent e! choice because like the chairman I wanted to make sure
that I tinderstood exactly what you had in mind. I want to say, Mr.
Chairman, that if parental choice works as well in Harlem as Mr.

says it does, I promised them that you and I would spend
four days and four nights there carefully looking at that program.
If it has done everything in Harlem that they seem to say it has
done, then they might be able to make a convert of me because if it
has done all those things, that is exactly what I want to do.

They gave me a list of Harlem, Richmond, California, and Min-
nesota. Minnesota isn't along far enough for me to say that it did
anything great, but I certainly will be happy to look at the situa-
tion in Harlem.

I want to move as rapidly as we can into alternative certification,
primarily because I have said here many times, with the increased
birthrate and all the post World War II teachers retiring, we are
going to have difficulty attracting the brightest ant. best into the
teaching profession.

As for merit schools, I must say that I like your proposalyou
mentioned our stateI like your proposal better than our state be-
cause in our state, the one drawback that I see is that they have
pitted the wealthiest against the poorest.

The former secretary of education in Pennsylvania, came out
with a test that was to tell how well the schools were functioning.
Only one problem, of coursethey decided that Upper St. Clair
was number one and I wrote him a letter and said, "My God, if
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they're not, most of the parents are Ph.Ds. It is the wealthiest
school district, I guess, in the state. They have everything going for
them. They sure should be number one."

In your program, I think you have done it the proper way where
you compare similar types of schools with each other rather than
saying that you are going to compare this wealthy school district
with this poor school district.

So, I think that is a step in the right direction. Anything you can
do in the reward area that wili somehow or other help attract the
brightest and best to the teaching profession, I want to be four
square behind you. That's why I was so adamantly opposed to
using $25 million for a national teacher certification board.

It may be fine and great for the private sector to be doing those
kinds of things, but please don't take $25 million from us to do that
when we are trying to find some way to attract the brightest and
best into the profession, not reward them after they are there.

I want to get them there in the first place. I don't know why all
these education associations jumped on that idea. I think that
Kean and Hunt and some others were very powerful sales persons
and all of my friends out there deserted me on this issue, but I
think as they now looxi the situation over, they are beginning to
say, "Maybe we jumped on that bandwagon too rapidly."

I am like the chairman, you know, where is the money coming
from. The only problem I have in relationship to the way the Ap-
propriations Committee has acted as far as funding any of the new
programs that you are talking about is not that they haven't pro-
vided considerably more money for Chapter 1; they have.

Mr. Kildee and I both serve on the Budget Committee. We work
pretty hard, he being the leader since he outnumbers my side two
to one, and also had a few more allies, I guess, on his side than I
had, but we think we did a pretty good job in the Budget Commit-
tee and now we are pressing the Appropriations Committee to
come through.

We need to establish an understanding here today. I don't want
to ever hear the Chapter 1 people say that somehow money was
taken from them to fund some of the President's program simply
because of the way the Appropriations Committee has tied this to-
gether. We have to keep in mind what they are saying, first of all,
is that they are providing for $100 million real growth in Chapter
1. That is for Chapter 1 only. What they are saying beyond that is
that enough money is there, however, beyond that $100 million
growth to irovide you $350 million for merit magnet schools if this
committ6,.. authorizes these programs by March 1.

I think we better start right today to make this clear because I
know that puts you in a terrible bind the way they have written
that up. It is important to understand that they are saying $100
million real growth in Chapter 1 beyond the $350 million for some
of these other programs if we authorize them. So, I wanted to make
sure we are on record as pointing that out. We're partially guilty
for the dropout prevention problem. Unfortunately, it didn't get au-
thorized for 1990, so you couldn't spend those funds because we
never got around to taking care of it.

We have since that time on the House side with Mr. Hayes' bill
and we all supported it. Now it is up to the Senate to get off a dime
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and make sure that it is pushed. So, again, Mr. Secretary, the
School Improvement Act is toremost on our mind.

Combining all that you want to do with that, I think, is very,
very important and, again, I reiterate if everything is as good in
Harlem as I am told it is, you may get a convert here. It has to be
carefully worded because I don't ever want to blindly go into a situ-
ation where tile brightest and best are attracted away from a
school setting and then have some of the colleagues on my side of
the aisle unfortunately say, "Well, if what's left isn't competitive,
you close the school."

. That is an interesting concept. If you close the school, what do
you do with the rest of the students and how do you attract teach-
ers into that kind of situation? I want to make sure that our choice
provision is carefully drawn. The only way I will become a convert
is after I have this opportunity to visit some of these sites and see
all these magnificent things.

As I told the Secretary yesterday, I don't want to just go there
and have somebody lead me around and show me what they want
to show; that is why I thought it would take us four days and four
nights to snoop.

Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really don't have any ques-
tions. I am anxious to do whatever we can do to improve the school
situation because we have to do it or this great nation is going to
fall

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Secretary, you weren't ready for a com-
ment, were you?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Either way. Could I make just a very brief
comment.

Chairman HAWKINS. I don't want to foreclose you commenting
on his remarks.

Secretary CAVAZOS. I want to thank Mr. Good ling. I want to
thank him for his leadership, his friendship, and his guidance. Cer-
tainly the opportunity is before us, and by working together we can
bring about positive change in our Nation's educational systems.

I see our budget as a positive statement of where we are going as
a lepartment. You see the issue of leadership expressed there. You
see our support of important research projects Third, you see our
strong support of those students that are left out of the system or
whose needs are not always adequately looked after. Those are
three hallmarks of our budget.

Our efforts, as signified by the leadership provided by the Presi-
dent's initiatives, are consistent with the kinds of strategies that
we as a nation must focus on to address the problems facing educa-
tion in the United States.

Many of the problems facing our educational system cannot be
solved in the short term. Therefore, I just want to go on record
once again to remind you that our budget is designed to address
these problems in long-term fashion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Secretary Ca-

vazos. My wife and I enjoyed breaking bread last night with you
and your wife at the White House, and I enjoyed our conversation
there very much.
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Both from your personal and professional record, Mr. Secretary,
in our conversation last night, I am convinced of your deep com-
mitment to education and I am convinced that we share the same
basic goals in that.

We may differ from time to time as to how to achieve those
goals, but what I have felt about you before was corroborated last
night in our long and friendly discussion at the White House.

As a matter of fact, we discussed everything from bilingual edu-
cation, magnet schools, and Headstart programs, to Chapter 1. I
think our conversation last night was better than most hearings I
have had with cabinet officers before, and I learned a great deal
from that and I appreciate it.

I submitted a couple of questions to you as to reports due to the
Congress on bilingual education and I am pleased with your assur-
ances that you will follow through on those reports.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Coming right away, Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. In our last re-

authorization of magnet schools, we set a certain level of appro-
priations where we would trigger magnet school funding without
the desegregation component.

Where we do trigger at a certain level magnet schools without
that desegregation component, approach your concerns as illustrat-
ed in H.R. 1675?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Mr. Kildee, first of all, I want to thank you
for the opportunity to visit with you and with your wife and to talk
about these issues. I think it is oftentimes these informal settings
that allow us to have the best opportunity to address these issues
in depth. Our conversation truly indicated the depth of your com-
mitment and understanding of the challenges facing education in
America. I deeply appreciate it.

Now, the issue of alternative curriculum schools is an important
component of this whole discussion on magnet schools. As you so
accurately point out, we have requested about $114.6 million to
fund our magnet school program. If this program were to be funded
at the level of $165 million, it would trigger funding for the alter-
native curriculum schools program.

It certainly is one possible strategy to move ahead in that direc-
tion. However, under the current program, the projects are funded
in a two-year cycle. There is no more than $114.6 million needed
for the current cycle.

Alternative curriculum schools have to have a minority composi-
tion of at least 65 percent before they can participate in this pro-
gram. So, therefore, the desegregation aspect of this program con-
tinues to be a determining factor for schools that wish to partici-
pate.

The President's initiative expands the concept of magnet schools
beyond its traditional desegregation purpose. We will continue to
demand that no department program adversely effects our desegre-
gation efforts, but what I am really talking about in this case is a
different kind of program than the traditional one that we have for
desegregation. I am on the record as being extremely supportive of
the existing magnet school program and I wish we could just do
more in that area, Mr. Kildee.



Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. If the administration
next year would ask for $200 million of appropriation, that would
loosen up about $35 million for a new element of magnet schools
and the total would be about one-third the cost of a B-2 bomber, so
maybe you can tell Secretary Cheney to leave some for the kids in
next year's budget.

I think that is where a lot of our money is still going even
though it is said that we adopted the Dukakis defense budget this
year. I think there are still some areas where we could recoup
some money for education.

I think what we are concerned about is reducing our commit-
ment to desegregation, the Federal Government's commitment. I
am still old-fashioned. I think that what I began to work deeply
with in the late '50s and early '60s, is not completed. There is still
a long way to go in desegregation.

I think that we put that trigger and you are right, it was $165
million. We put that trigger in so we would not reduce our commit-
ment to desegregation. I would like to work with you as we prepare
next year's budget to see what we can do to get that magnet school
program up to the point where we can have some money for your
type of program and still keep our commitment to desegregation.

As a matter of fact, I think that this thought that the Federal
Government is reducing its commitment to desegregation, is the
primary reason, without judging him personally, that the Senate
turned down the nomination of William Lucas of Michigan yester-
day as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division.

They really have been reading some signs both in the Executive
Branch and in the Judicial Branch that there is a reduction in our
commitment to desegregation. This is a great worry to the Con-
gress. I think that is why we hung on tightly and put that $165
million figure into the magnet school bills.

So, I would like to work with you. I know that you are committed
to desegregation. I know you are committed to excellence in educa-
tion and I think that sharing the same goals, we can work together
and try to achieve both of those.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. Kildee.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Smith. I am calling on the members in

the order in which they appeared today, not on the basis of seniori-
ty.

Mr. Spam. If you are calling on me, that is clear, Mr. Chairman,
and I thank you.

[Laughter.]
Chairman HAWKINS. You have justified our faith in you now.
[Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. I want to join the people coming before me in wel-

coming Secretary Cavazos here and to say following up in part
anyway on what I think Mr. Kildee was just saying. I really believe
that when we talk about schools and we talk about children that
we are talking about the front line of defense of this country in the
21st century.

As important as the technology and the conventional notion of
defense is, what we do in this committee room and I think more
importantly, what we encourage and assist to happen in our class-
rooms will have as much or more to do with the quality of life and
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the continued greatness of this country in our lifetimes. I am con-
vinced in anything else that this Congrws does.

I have a specific question about the package, God forbid, but I do
want to haveI have a general sort of concern and that is all of
my experience in education and such as it has been leads me to
believe that when you find a school that is performing above aver-
age, you find a work place that is welcoming and encouraging and
stimulating to the men and women who work there as profession-
als.

To put it more bluntly, if schools aren't a fit place for teachers to
teach, they can never possibly be a fit place for children to learn.
In short, regardless of the titles we give things or the aspirations
that we put in our legislation, if, coupled with them is not a power
shift away from government and into the classroom, with account-
ability not only to government but to parents and to communities,
and we don't finally understand that how we do business in schools
and how we encourage schools to do business is as important as the
what that goes on in schools, I don't thing we are going to get the
quality we want.

The fact that we now write articles and get excited about some-
thing called "school-based management," I think makes my point.
If you consider the fact that that is a novelty or an innovation,
school-based management or classroom management is really phe-
nomenalist.

We have rediscovered teachers as important to children and
principals as important to schools, so I hope that as we work
through these different parts of your program that your depart-
ment will be characterized by understanding that schools need
room to breathe.

Schools, teachers, and managers and local boards need the
chance to innovate, to take their risks and to do so with a funda-
mental accountability, not only up to the bureaucrats and the poli-
ticians and the boards above them, but out to the children and the
parents in the community where they serve and that if we can un-
derstand how to make that second kind of accountability as real
and as significant as the bureaucratic accountability that we have
used historically, that we will have done something fundamentally
important to change the working culture in schools and to have
dignified and respected schools as a place to work and to spend
your time.

Having said that, I am concerned in both the merit and magnet
schools sections, not with the idea of putting money on excellence,
but what I fear isand I guess I am afraid it is not inadvertent;
nothing in this game at this level is inadvertent when it gets writ-
ten down and duplicated 50 times.

The emphasis is on, as I read it, on results and I am all for that
as opposed to challenging school districts to do a better job and I
am wondering if there is any way you can see through this commit-
tee's process, if we were able to broaden the notion of a merit
school with an amendment that would allow school districts to pro-
pose to their state commissioners, their chiefs, a way of doing busi-
ness differently iat would allow them to commit to higher stand-
ards and better performance on the part of teachers for students
and in return would allow them to be challenged to do that with
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some money from the Federal Government as opposed to simply re-
warding them for achieving that.

As you know, this is a notion that is dear to my heart, but at the
same time, I know of school districts in Vermont where a very
small amount of money to plan and a very small amount of money
to get ready would yield enormous benefits and would get you the
product that you are after.

I am concerned that, as I read it, the inherent bias here is "you
perform and then we will reward you," and I would feel more com-
fortable if we split the difference and said we are going to do some
of that, but we are also going to say for some of the rest of you, you
tell us how you want to do business, we will give you a little money
to do that and you tell us how you want to do business and how it
is going to lead to a better job for every child so there is no backing
off from any civil rights or academic commitments, that, in fact, it
is taking those commitments home and putting them in the ground
and nurturing them to grow.

We will be with you and we are going to hold you accountable
then for the standards and the structure that you come up with
that you want to implement. To me, that dignifies schools and it
dignifies communities and it dignifies teachers and it dignifies
principals by saying to them, "You matter and what you think
matters and how you operate your school, how you want to operate
your school matters, and we take that so seriously that we are
going to help you do it the way you think it finally ought to be
done."

I would feel better if I saw a little bit of that challenge compo-
nent especially in the merit schools. I would be interested if you
would comment.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you very much. I would like to touch
on several of the very, very fine points that you have made. You
and I have an opportunity to talk about many of these issues, and I
look forward to continuing our discussion in these areas.

There are several mechanisms that we can put into place to im-
prove the quality of American education. You touched on school-
based management and I see that as one of the principle positions
that we should push in terms of restructuring education.

That may seem like a rather obvious thing, but obviously it is
not happening. In most schools, teachers are not involved enough
in many key decisions. I would like to see the teachers and the par-
ents and the principals having more to say on what goes on on a
day-to-day basis and held more accountable, as you point out.

I certainly think that we should move in that direction. We are
developing a proposal which I strongly supportI haven't come up
with the right term yet, Mr. Smith, maybe somebody will give it to
mewhich I am calling academic deregulation for lack of a better
term.

What our proposal strives to do is to get the Federal, state and
local bureaucracy out of the way so that the few dollars that we do
have will flow to where they will be most effective in helping those
parents and children who need it the most. To accompli3h this, we
will soon send to the Congress a proposal that we will call active
deregulation or flexibility for the time being.
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Now, another very important idea that you raised concerns how
to challenge a school system to bring about real change. Our merit
schools proposal presents us with an important opportunity to chal-
lenge schools to set their own goals as to what would constitute a
merit school. In concert with the department, a school could devel-
op a proposal that might take into account, for example, the
school's high minority enrollment.

Our challenge is to provide better schools for all students, minor-
ity students, everyone. What I am getting at here is that if we
could fund these programs, it will help us challenge school systems
to improve the quality of their programs.

The Federal Government is not in a position to just simply dic-
tate that "one, two, three, four, you fall into line, and this is the
way it is going to be." I don't support that either. Instead, I believe
our role is to encourage and challenge the schools to take steps on
their own to improve the quality of education they offer.

Mr. SMITH. I appreciate it. I just at the risk of sounding non-Re-
publican, if we could have a policy of letting a 1,000 flowers bloom
and understanding that the diversity of our country and the diver-
sity of thinking that might go on in schools would, in fact, be the
strongest single thing we have going for us and we need to learn
not to fear it but to embrace it. Thank you.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Owens.
Mr. OwErrs. Mr. Secretary, I think that the proposals that have

been put forth by the President certainly are being put forth as a
beginning, I assume. They are tokens, sort of bandaids that we all
recognize as bandaids and some of it is very politically packaged in
that certain proposals are put forth here which are already con-
tained in the School Improvement Act.

Instead of funding the School Improvement Act, you come back
with the same proposals in another package, but nevertheless, the
state of education in the United States is so bad at this point that
anything that is done, we certainly would applaud as going for-
ward.

We need movement in every direction. However, we also recog-
nize, I hope we recognize by now that even our best schools are in
trouble. International assessments of education showed that our
best students are behind the best students in industrialized nations
or are sometimes behind the average students in certain nations
like Korea, for instance, and Japan.

So, we are in trouble even with our best schools and our worst
schools are collapsing completely in inner-city areas and I come
from an area of New York City where we have the very best
schools and some of the worst.

So, my question is, these proposals that are being put forth here
by the President, how do they fit into a broader strategy? What are
your plans for five years from now, for ten years from now? Do you
plan to test out the magnet school program theory some more?

It has already been proven, I think, to some extent, but you are
going to test it some more and then every school district in the
country is going to have a few magnet schools, is that where we are
going?
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Do you plan to broaden the other proposals that are made here
so we go beyond the token scholarship for one teacher in each con-
gressional district? Is there some broad long-term strategy, you
know, how the Defense Department comes with a weapon system.

They try to convince us that it Ms into a broader strategy, so if
magnet schools are one of your weapon systems, what broader
strategy does that weapon system fit into and ten years from now,
where is it going to take us?

I am really concerned about the fact that we also continue to
deal in such trivial terms and see the kinds of money being pro-
posed here compared to the kind of money being proposed for a
space program, the money being proposed for defense.

There is just no comparison, but yet, our defense program, our
space program, economy, financial apparatus, everything depends
on an educated population. In order to drive all that, we are talk-
ing about peanuts. We are talking about very small amounts of
mc , a very small commitment.

vv nere is it all going? I mean, ten years from now, where will we
be? Will we have a learning society if we do this? In the Nation At-
Risk, we talked about building a learning society in order to deal
with leadership in the 21st century. The nation that has the most
educated population will be the Nation that will rrovide leadership
and probably have a higher standard of living in the future.

So, where will these kinds of things that you are talking about
here in the President's proposals take us? vilere will they fit in
and what is your long-term strategy?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Owens. I will be
glad to address that question. First of all, I agree with you a 100
percent that our schools ere in trouble, even our best schools are in
trouble. Time and time again I have spoken out on the need to
wipe out our educational deficit.

There are approximately twenty-seven million people who can't
read in this country. Some studies indicate that U.S. students come
out at the bottom in terms of math and near the bottom in science
when measured against the industrialized nations of the world.

I could go on and on and on about the problems that must be
surmounted Yet, we have been aware of this problem for years in
this nation, for our whole generation. At one time, America's ele-
mentary and secondary school system was considered the best in
the world, and now, it is really in trouble.

Last year our country spent $199 billion on elementary and sec-
ondary education. All totaled, we spent $330 billion including the
money allocated to higher education as well as elementary and sec-
ondary education.

From 1982 until last year, spending on education in this Nation
in real dollars increased by 26 percent. My point is that we have
not made progress by continuing the same old practice of throwing
more money at our problems.

Now, I will go to your question, sir. What do we need to do? We
need to totally change the system. The President's initiatives are
designed to provide the leadership that is necessary to reform the
educational utablishment.

Change cannot come about through the Federal Government
acting alone. I guarantee you it can only come about if all levels of
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government work closely together. No one should be left out of this
system.

I know that I have been criticized because I have gone out and
tried to develop a coalition, a consensus of people who like you and
I agree that we need to work together to change the system.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Secretary, let me interrupt for a minute. The
Federal Government's portion of that $330 billion--

Secretary CAVAZOS. SiX percent.
Mr. OWENS. SiX percent? We go from eight percent eight years

agoten years 7rom now, you still want to get six percent or do
you foresee the Federal Government making a greater investment
and taking on greater leadership.

We want to do this together, but six percent versus all that other
money, we are not really together in equal terms I am not saying
the Federal Government should pay an equal amount, but we cer-
tainly need to invest more than six percent of our money as well as
in terms of effort and making this a priority for the Federal Gov-
ernment. Where are we going--

Secretary CAVAZOS. At this point, in our Nation's history, I be-
lieve we should ask ourselves some serious questions about the
progress that must be made in American education in the next
decade. We must restructure education at the Federal, state and
local levels to change the system itself so our Nation can retain its
competitive position in the world.

The strategies are laid out. You see part of them here in the de-
partment's magnet schools program. You also see throughout the
President's proposal, a number of strategies we need to put into
place. But, with regard to your question about the percentage of
Federal funding of education a decade from now, I mn't answer.

My p^4.nt is that it is not just simply a matter of putting more
dollars back into the system. It is making the best use of the dol-
lars you have already.

I get into all kinds of discussions with people about, well, we only
have 188 days of school, for example, one of the lowest of the indus-
trialized nations of the world.

Japan has 220 school days per year; should we go to 220? Well,
maybe we should, but I say first of all, what are _. a doing with 188
days that you have already? Are you really utilizing them? If you
are going to increase it, how are you going to use that extra time?

So, what I am getting at, Mr. Owens, is that we need to start fo-
cusing on how to change the system. We just cannot go on doing it
the way that we are doing it now.

Mr. OWENS. Just one last comment, Mr. Secretary. I thank you
for comments, but I hope you will take steps to appoint an assist-
ant secretary for the Office of Education, Research and Improve-
ment.

Research and development will have to play a major role in
wherever you are going and we see no movement in terms of that
office at this point.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Bartlett?
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, first I

wouldn't want you to leave here under the impression that there is
unanimity about the various categorical programs that Chairman
Hawkins mentioned in putting into the record earlier.

Is
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From my perspective and from the perspective of a fair number
of Members of Congress, as well as of this committee, the programs
that President Bush requested zero funding for in the last budget,
in fact, should have been zero funded because they would free up
more money for other programs that go directly to students.

As I read through the list, in fact, the one thing that all of these
programs have in common is that they ell go to institutions and
they all seem to be categorical grants and very few of them have
much, if anything, to do with education, but I didn't want you to
think that there was unanimity of

Chairman HAWKINS. Would the gentlemen yield?
Mr. BARTLETT.. I would be happy to yield to the chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Would you include the dropout program as

well?
Mr. BARTLETT. The dropout programthe authorization has ex-

pired, so it is very difficult to request funding for it.
Chairman HAWKINS. We still have it authorized under another

section. There are two dropout programs and if you are referring
only to the dropout demonstration program, there is another drop-
out program authorized under Section 1011 Part C. But no request
was made for funding either one.

I won't argue with you, but then you conveniently leave out the
things that we have already heard this morning. The dropout pro-
gram a case in point. If you don't request money for it, then it
seems to me that it really isn't in good taste to say that it is a won-
derful program, but we are not going to put any money into it.

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, the chairman makes a good point
that some of these programs are more worthy than others, but, in
fact, as a group, they tend to be categorical grants that go to insti-
tutions as opposed to helping students or parents to improve their
own education.

As a group, in fact, the money, it seems to me, are far better
spent on Federal programs such as Chapter 1 such as education of
the handicapped in some of the new initiatives that the Secretary
has proposed and it is my hope that this Congress will authorize
during this session.

I would also comment that what your testimony has done and
your initiatives is to focus on empowering parents to improve the
education of their own children and empowering students to be
able to improve their own education and to reward results in doing
so.

The programs that you suggest are programs that are still imper-
fect in that we are still working through the legislation, but they
very much move in exactly the right direction.

I have a specific quest:on on one segment of education that has
not been discussed yet this morning and it is segment of education
that is particularly close to my heart in the southwest and that is,
education as it affects Hispanic students particularly where there
are large concentrations of such students.

You know the statistics. Two out of four Hispanic students are
below grade level by the fourth grade. One out of two, 50 percent,
dropout before graduating from high school. It seems to me that
those statistics as they then are reflected in shattered lives are ab-
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solutely appalling for those indivkluals and terrifying for us as a
nation.

The La Razayou need among other organizations, but La Raza
just recently suggested to you that you propose an executive order.
That executive order would, in fact, assess the exact nature of the
situation, prepare a plan for improving education of Hispanic stu-
dents and develop several model programs for improving that edu-
cation.

I wonder if you could respond to us on your view of the nature of
education of Hispanic students today and precisely whether you
have such an executive order under consideration and I recom-
mend such an order to you vigorously.

Secretary CAvAzos. Thank you very much, Mr. Bartlett. First of
all, like you, 1 am painfully aware of the problems that we face
throughout the entire nation, not just in the southwest, in terms of
the education of Hispanics.

In our own state of Texas, you accurately point out we are losing
almost half of our students. Certainly, we as Hispanic Americans
continue to be undereducated.

The President shares the same concerns that you and I have on
this issue. I know all of us in this room hold the same view. Basi-
cally, we are wasting talent and I experienced a sense of outrage
when I think about the talent and energy that is lost in the system.
I recognize that this is a major problem and that we are going to
have to have a well thought out plan of action to address those pro-
grams.

Now, I have reviewed the options. I am looking at a lot of differ-
ent possibilities. I have certainly been working with La Raza, with
LULAC, with all the organizations that are involved here.

I think we need to approach this problem on two fronts: one from
a legislative standpoint, in terms of the kinds of programs we can
develop to address the dropout problem as well as to promote
choice and parental involvement and many of the other issues you
touched upon. Second, we really need a concerted effort among His-
panic Americans to work together as a group to address the prob-
lem of students who drop out of school.

It is not just a matter of improving the quality of education that
students receive. The family structure, as you so accurately point
out, plays a vital role. Some of the social ills facing Hispanic Amer-
icans must also be addressed. There are a host of other strategies
that we need to consider so that we can change the system in order
to improve the quality of education provided to all Americans, in-
cluding those with a Hispanic heritage.

As you know, we have been talking to the National Council of La
Raza about an executive order. The administration is reviewing
that at the present time. I can personally guarantee this commit-
tee, and you, sir, that we will do everything we can to address the
issue of improving the education of Hispanics, as well as every
other citizen in this nation.

Mr. BARTLETr. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Mr. Secretary, I am
glad to hear that you are reviewing positively an executive order of
that type and I recommend that you do ' I think you need to put
it into your own words so that it fits into tne other educational pro-
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grams, but I recommend strongly that you seize the opportunity for
an executi-ra order such as has been outlined by Laraza.

On the subject of open enrollment, Mr. Secretary, when the
President submitted his education initiatives early this year in his
State of the Union, and then you presented them to Congress, it
was a major step forward.

The President in each of these initiatives whether it is merit
schools or magnet schools or teacher scholarships or science schol-
ars, in fact, moved us forward in tetras of results to students, em-
powering parents and empowering students.

Subsequent to that, however, you proposed with President Bush
an increase and a rather dramatic emphasis on parental choice or
open enrollment. That open enrollment initiati-,,e was subsequent
to your submission of education initiative legislation.

So, my question is, would the department be amenable to devel-
oping with Congress and with this committee as we consider your
education initiatives, to developing legislation that canFederal
legislation that can positively pursue open enrollment or parental
choice as a legislative initiative?

There are a number of areas and I know that you are not pre-
pared to announce anything today, but there are a number of areas
in which we at the Federal level could push the process forward
and I just want to get a determination as to whether or not you
would resist that because it was not in your initial package?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I think we need to work closely with every-
one with an interest in this issue to try to find a solution to the
problems we face. Certainly we have proposed a package that will
address many of the issues you have raised, but there may well be
other problems that surface that deserve our attention.

I will work in any arena to improve the education of our young-
sters and I know that you will too, so we can work together on it.

Mr. BARTLETT. So, open enrollment and parental choice legisla-
tion is on the table, so far as you are concerned?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I think those are all valid points to discuss,
sir.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. We have a vote pending. I assume it is the

usual one. Mr. Secretary, may I inquire as to your time and how
we can conveniently accommodate you. We will be required to vote.

It was the intent probably to take a brief recess, then come back.
However, you realize that is going to extend the time.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Well, there is no more important issue than
being together to discuss these points, Mr. Chairman. Really, there
is nothing more important than trying to present the President's
views.

Chairman HAWKINS. Will it inconvenience you too much if we
take a five-minute recess and then come back?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Not at all, Mr. Chairman. I would welcome a
five-minute stretch.

Chairman HAWKINS. The committee will take a five-minute.
recess.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAWKINS. Members, please come back as promptly as

possible.
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[A short recess was taken.]
Chairman HAWKINS. The committee will come to order. The next

member is Mr. MartinezMr. Payne; I am sorry.
Mr. MARTINEZ. That was what I was going to say, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Payne was walking in and I didn't see

hbn.
Mr. PAYNE. Please, Mr. Martinez, and I will wait.
Chairman HAWKINS. We will just reverse the order, then, if that

is okay?
Mr. MARTINEZ. All right. Thank you, Mr. Payne, except I wasn't

ready either.
Chairman HAWKINS. Let Mr. Payne go first then.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, he just acquiesced to me, but if you want

have Mr. Payne go next, I am perfectly content with that.
Chairman HAWKINS. You two settle it between yourselves.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that it

is a pleasure to see the Secretary again, and just add that I am
very concerned about the failure of education in our urban e.hica-
tional centers.

As you may know, some states have taken a proactive position
on education. In New Jersey, for example, the state has recently
taken over a school district because of its failure to make substan-
tive improvements in education programs

The core of the problem however, lays in the statement Mr.
Owens made about the reduction from eight percent to the current
six percent of the National Federal outlay for education. We
cannot continue to accept a decline in education funding. However,
if the party that sits in the White House continues its activities, I
would presume that by 1992 education would be down to four per-
cent.

This trend is very, very disturbing. Especially when discussing
public policy, I think that if we look at failures and because, our
country's education, in my opinion, is one of our greatest policy
failures; not withstanding, the 3-2 Bomber, of course.

Someore indicated that the B-2 Bomber could be characterized
as the batmobile, and maybe that is true: it certainly doesn't fly.
Essentially, we are paying for an apparatus that is totally unneces-
sary.

My point being that unless we implement some dramatic
changes in the manner in which we educate our children, we risk
the future of this Nation.

By continuing to do things the way we are doing it, immersing
our youth in this failing environment, we encourage a population
of undereducated adults.

Case in point: we are currently witnessing a nursing shortage, so
we bring in nurses from Azia and Ireland and other places to solve
the problem. However, the cost of c.oing this kind of business is ex-
tremely high. The extra costo of transportation and housing and
special bureaucratic approvals for people to come in through our

ederal services, and the cost of medical care escalates by the
minute, and further bankrupts our government.

The same viay with our scientists, we bring them in. Whatever
we lack, we just import. It is really not a way to solve our prob-
lems. No one is thinkir^ about resolutions. When the European
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common market comes into effect, there will be 300 million people
acting as one block of trading partnersif we think our balance of
trade is bad now, what do we expect will happen come 1992 and
beyond.

One would expect that there would be more concern on the part
of our authorities, but it doesn't appear to be the case. Take the
Barbadans, for example for a poor country, they have a 98 percent
literacy rate, that is outstanding when one considers the 27 million
illiterates of our country.

It costs us about $225 billion a year, to correct the resultant mis-
takes and errors and lack of productivity. We have people who
can't read directions on pill bottles or read bus signs to get to work.

This tremendous lack of concern is most stark when compared to
Cuba. Cuba today has a 99 percent literacy rate, and America
barely hits the 90 percent mark. Clearly, there has to be some
changes in the system.

Just about a specific point of the National science scholarship.
You have testified that undergraduate college scholarships have
risen to $10 thousand a year for students who demonstrate excel-
lence in achievement of life, physical, computer science, as math or
engineering students and 570 will be selected annually.

This is great, but once again, getting back to the urban educa-
tion, what kind of provisions are being made so that out of this 570,
all are not kids from a suburban community. Because, as you
know, based strictly on the achievement, certainly are going to find
that that top group would all come from suburban districts, leaving
the urban districts without the benefit of that mk..ietary advantage.

If it is going to be based strictly on those who demonstrate excel-
lence, is there any provision that would compensate for those who
start 20 yards behind in a 100-yard dash; in other words is there
any way to make the playing field more even; because as you
know, it is now very uneven?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes, sir.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Payne, your time has exceeded the time

allowed. Mr. Cavazos, we will give you the opportunity to comment.
Secretary CAVAZOS. If I may, I would like to point out that we

will convene a panel of scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and
other community leaders to help develop the selection criteria for
this scholarship program.

I think that you raised an important issue. The department is
continually striving to level the playing field for minority students
in such a way that provides them with the same opportunities as
other American students.

We can do it in two ways. One, by putting in place innovative
strategies to make sure that minority students receive the best pos-
sible education. The only way this can be done, however, is to
change the syste n itself.

Second, on the graduate level, the department's Patricia Roberts
Harris graduate fellowships provide grants to institutions to help
members of unrepresented groups undertake graduate and profes-
sional study.

What we need to do is to try to continue to devAop initiatives in
addition to these fellowships, including examining our Pell grant

5 '1
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program and some of our other projects to make sure that we pro-
vide additional opportunities for those students to succeed.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Secret.7. Next, Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will make sure I break

within the five-minute----
Chairman HAWKINS. I am sorry, Mr. Hayes. Mr. Martinez is--
Mr. MARTINEZ. Sorry, Charlie, and of course, I had to go--
Mr. HAYES. I respect seniority.
Mr. MARTINEZ. And of course, I had to go before Charlie because

I promised to intercede on your behalf. And Charlie, you know, has
a tendency to really get on some people some times. I told him you
want to be very careful of getting too hard with Mr. Cavazos be-
cause he is a member of a minority; he is Republican.

[Laughter.]
Mr. MARTINEZ. It is really odd to hear that. They are always

complaining on that side of being a minority. I think some of them
understand what it is being a minority, but I don't think the major-
ity of them really do.

The thing is that we have heard this expression, "We live in two
different worlds and there are two worlds," and then we hear the
expression, "Reality, what is reality?"

Well, really, we do live in different worlds and maybe several dif-
ferent worlds, and not just two. There are different realities: reali-
ties as we see them from the top and realities as we see them from
the bottom.

I am more concerned with the reality as perceived from the
bottom. For all of the rhetoric that we go through here, the bottom
really hasn't changed much. The Nation At Risk study came out a
long time ago and I don't think that there has been very much im-
provement since then. Of course, we have put programs in place
that have attempted to try to make a change. And then we have
had great oratorical statements from leaders, including the Presi-
dent arid others, about the need for a particular thing while it's a
great issue in the press, and while somebody else has made it an
issuenotably because there is some great deficiency.

I am talking about literacy, and yet, in the President's proposal,
there is no funding requested for workplace literacy or English lit-
eracy grants. This is based, I guess, on the assumption that these
programs are a duplicate of state grant programs.

I suggest that they are not. I suggest that the state grant pro-
gram can be used for a range of things. The state grant authority
does not specifically target work place literacy or English literacy
grants and the state has to make the application in their plan for
that.

The problem that I have with that is that in some particular
states, people have not become aware yet of the great literacy prob-
lem that we have in this country. They should stress those activi-
ties, but sometimes they don't. Or let's say, that is not the gover-
nor's greatest preference. Whatever the reasons, there won't be
any funding for these literary programs and there may be a tre-
mendous need.

You do have discretionary powers and you do have actually as
part of the state grant authority, the ability to grant or not grant. I
would like to know specifically why the administration doesn't see
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literacy as such a great p Aemespecially where we are finding
that when we try to implement other programslet's say, as addi-
tional worker in JTPAthat a lot of these people need basic skill
development before they can even take advantage of the initial
thrust of the program.

We have found in many sites, such as San Jose when I visited
there, that the training that these people needed to receive,
couldn't be received unless they got the basic skill training first.
They developed thereand they are to be commended for itwhat
they call "feeder classes."

These people were dropouts, people that at some point in time
people thought couldn't even learn. And for adults, it was harder
to learn. I have seen it in youth programs, too, where new kinds of
strategies have been developed to meet particular specific needs of
a student and as a result, that student has acquired that education
needed in a very short period of time.

I guess basically the question is, why would the administration
take such a stand that work place literacy and English literacy
does not have to be targeted?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Martinez. I very
much appreciate your comments about the issues and problems
facing American education. We will work together to try to turn
this situation around. With regard to your question about funding
for adult literacy programs, I can assure you that this is a high pri-
ority of this administration.

Let me point out that there is no separate literacy initiative in
President Bush's legislative proposal because in the Reagan budget
request for 1990, we already had included $160 million and $665
thousand for adult education state programs. This is an 18 percent
increase over fiscal year 1989 appropriation for this program.

Now, I really believe that this increase will help to further
expand existing programs to address this issue. But, you made an-
other very important point that there appears to be a lack of un-
derstanding among the citizens about the seriousness of the liter-
acy problem in our Nation.

On the state and Federal level, we must work to address the
issue of improving plain basic skills of many Americans. Far too
many people don't have the skills required to succeed in today's so-
ciety and we have to find ways to put pressure on states to work in
that direction.

I think improving literacy in the work place is vital and we have
some programs in that area. We are already working with the De-
partment of Health and Human Services to address work place lit-
eracy.

What we are talking about here, Mr. Martinez, is that all seg-
ments of the education community must work together to turn this
unfortunate situation around. We have already talked about early
childhood education. We have talked about elementary and second-
ary education.

Though we have not spent much time talking about them today,
vocational education programs for the handicapped, right on down
the line to our adult literacy programs, all play an important role
in our efforts to combat our illiteracy problem. In addition, Even
Start, one of our other programs for which we have requested a
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considerable increase in funding, encourages a youngster when he
or she starts in the first grade or kindergarten to begin teaching
their parents how to read if they don't already know.

So, we will work with you, Mr. Martinez, to improve the pro-
grams currently in existence to address this most important prob-
lem.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. Mr. Chair-
man, I had intended to make some other sentiments known to the
Secretary and I would like to write those sentiments in a letter to
the Secretary and then have him respond. And I also wish to make
these concerns a part of a statement in the record at this time.

Chairman HAWKINS. The gentleman's request, without opposi-
tion, is granted.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. Martinez. We will get them
right back to you.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Petri?
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Secretary,

for appearing before our subcommittee today. I had several ques-
tions about the programone on the merit schools aspect of it.

Will private schools as well as public schools be eligible for any
aspect of the merit school program?

Secretary CAVAZOS. They will be eligible to participate in the pro-
gram. I think certainly private schools are an important comp-
nent of the educational opportunities we have to offer in our
Nation. We welcome the increased competition that will come as a
result of the participation of independent schools in this program.

We have already moved in that direction with our own merit rec-
ognition programs as well.

Mr. Kota. I think one point just to add, Mr. Petri, the private
schools would not be able to use these funds to support religious
worship or instruction. I think that the legislation makes that
clear, but we would like to see all schools participate from what we
think is a very, very good program.

Mr. Prim. One of the advantages of having a variety of ap-
proaches to education is that people can learn from each other and
adopt what works. That is, I guess, the American tradition of prag-
matism and so, I am sure that there are some private schools, as
well as public schools, that are doing things that are meritorious.

The second question is whether you gave any thought to having
a merit schools system program. It is my impression that over the
last 20 or 30 years, there has been a gradual shift of cost so that
more and more money is spent on overhead and less and less on
actual instruction expenses.

There may be some school systems in the country that have
bucked that trend and have found ways of doing the job with less
overhead costs, but whose students are doing as well as or better in
that system than in other systems with high overhead costs.

When we compare different large city systems, sometimes we
spend more per pupil but seem not to be getting better results. The
money doesn't seem to be the variable; there are some other sys-
tems with very low overhead and a high percentage of expenses
going directly to teacher salaries and to facilities and yet kids are
doing just as well.
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So, there may be some administrative techniques or differences
that could be highlighted so that the citizens and voters and school
boards would be aware that there are other school systems manag-
ing to grapple with problems with lower overhead.

Do you have a comment on that, or is that included?
Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes, sir, I would like to comment on the im-

portant point you touched upon. Far too often, excessive bureaucra-
cy tends to dilute our ability to get the dollars down to the level
where they are most effective.

Some of the schools have found that way to address this problem.
I was frankly appalled the other day when I learned that on a na-
tional level roughly 60 percent of the money spent on education
goes for administrative purposes, with only about 40 percent actu-
ally getting down to the level it can be used by a teacher to direct-
ly affect the education of our youngsters.

We need to find ways to start changing that. In Chicago, as well
as other areas, they are really trying very, very hard to improve
the efficiency of their system. So, we must continue to work togeth-
er to seek ways to eliminate red tape. I believe it is our responsibil-
ity to conduct research on how to accomplish this so we can give
guidance to others about potential methods to reduce administra-
tive costs.

Mr. PETRI. One other area that has always been a little bit of a
bee in my bonnet is in the area of teachers devoting extracurric-
ular time as advisors to student groups and the like. I know it has
become a bargaining issue in some school systems and teachers are
prevented from doing that unless they are paid. Or there are vari-
ous other impediments put in the way of teachers devoting extra
effort and participating as volunteers.

We talk about volunteerism and trying to get students more in-
volved in their community on a voluntary basis, and it seems to me
we ought, if we can, to find examples of teachers who are volun-
teering to help kids not only directly in the classroom, but also by
donating extra time to help broaden young people's experiences
through debate and sports and a whole variety of other ways.

I don't know if you have any comment on that.
Secretary CAVAZOS. I really believe that teachers, principals, and

parents should have more to say as to what goes on on a day-to-day
basis within their schoolI am back again on this notion of reduc-
ing bureaucracyand when that happens we will be in a better po-
sition to encourage and recognize the outstanding teachers about
whom you speak.

We all have fond memories of teachers who gave of their time to
help us learn how to read or do other extracurricular things as
well. They definitely deserve our recognition and encouragement.

What I am striving to do is improve upon the professionalization
of the teaching profession itself. I want everyone to know that
teaching is a rewarding experience. It is an important endeavor
and I think that we can do this if we change the system itself.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Gentlemen, we have a problem.
I promised the Secretary that he could leave in time for a 12:00 ap-
pointment which is more important and yet, we have three mem-
bers who have not had an opportunity to ask questions.
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I hate to foreclose anyone, but could we agree to take a minute
or so each and ask a question and then, perhaps, the Secretary
could respond to several questions in one response. Mr. Hayes, you
were next.

Mr. HAYES. I will abide by your request, Mr. Chairman, to try to
confine my remarks to one minute. I hope the Secretary's response
is not included in that one minute, though.

Chairman HAWKINS. We are going to let him respond to the sev-
eral questions together.

Mr. HAYES. All right, in block?
Chairman HAWKINS. In block.
Mr. HAYES. Let me just make this brief comment, Mr. Secretary.

There have been several references here to the dropout and re-
entry program which I authored. We passed H.R. 2281 in the
House to extend this act.

You know, the funding runs out. I believe for another two years,
if we would check under Chapter 1, part C, there are funds author-
ized, $400 million in 1990 and $450 million in 1991.

At your discretion, it could be used for further continuation of
that program until such time as that the Senate decides to act.
Now, my specific question that I am bothered by, other than
making that comment, has to do with this merit concept in the
public school system.

The merit school concept is an application of the business market
concept to elementary and secondary schools. What will be the
impact of the merit school payments on the provision of equal re-
sources to pupils from low and high-income families, for guarantees
are provided by your proposal to grant most funds from being
grants to schools in high income areas.

This bothers me because currently, you mentioned about the
reform program in Illinois; I don't know if it corrects the spending
of $800 less on a student who attends school in the inner-city as
opposed to the kid who attend a school in the suburban areas and
where you spendfor example, 40 percent of the population in the
state of Illinois is almost in Chicago and the surrounding areqc

Yet, only 25 percent of these educational dollars is spent on the
system and I think that we need to correct this kind of inequity if
we are really going to do some real improvement in the system
itself.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Sawyer, would you care to get a ques-
tion into the package?

Mr. SAWYER. I am not sure that I have time left to do that, Mr.
Chairman. I just want to thank both the Secretary and Deputy Un-
dersecretary Kolb for being here. It is good to see you again.

I particularly appreciate what you had to say about work place
literacy in this country and how the importance of adult literacy in
particular as a vanguard of dealing with the problems that we face
immediately represents an opportunity that we simply cannot let
pass.

I would invite your attention to a measure that I expect intro-
duced tomorrow, that I would hope would be the sort of thing that
is amendable to bipartisan support and a collaborative effort to
achieve many of the goals that you havt described here today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Poshard.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have more of a state-

ment, I guess, than a question. Mr. Secretary, I do appreciate your
being here, but I have been sitting here struggling with my anger a
little bit over some of the statements that have been made and I
have to be honest with you about that.

I don't think anybody disagrees with you that accountability
needs to be brought into tne system in this country, but I look at
this bill and these programs and some of them may work.

The seed money concept bothers me greatly. It has never worked
and it is not going to work with these programs either. Putting
pennies into a school district to formulate a program and then ex-
pecting the locals to keep that going after a year or two years
when they are having to raise local property taxes and choose be-
tween fire protection and police protection and education, it is a
joke.

So, the idea of seed money for a few programs around the coun-
try is ridiculous. It is facile; it has never worked and it is not going
to work for these programs either, in my judgment. The other
thing that I have to say is this, I really get ti-ed of hearing people
say that we have been throwing money at education.

I have been involved in education professionally all my life and I
don't ever recall a time when we have thrown money at education.
In fact, it has always been one of the lowest programs on the fiscal
priority list in this country.

Now, we have some social problems today that complicate the
educational system in terms of home problems and divorce rates
and everything else, but that doesn't mean that we are wasting
money by putting more money into the system, and when I hear
you make statements like we put 26 percent increase in education
last year in this country Mr. Secretary, where is that?

I think that is an irresponsible statement for you to make. I
don't understand that. Everything that I have seen over the years
is that educational funding at the Federal level is decreasing.
Where did wr. put 26 percent increase in education last year at the
Federal level?

Now, those kinds of statements obfuscate the issue that we are
all abut here and I just think that it takes away from our ability
to get the American public to see how crucial and how priority an
issue education needs to become.

Chairman HAW7 INS. Well, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Hayes, as I under-
stand it, expressed concerned that the dropout and re-entry pro-
gram that is in operation now is not being funded. He thought that
the merit school concept might injure low income students.

Mr. Sawyer expressed his concern about literacy in the work
place. He was commendatory, in effect, and indicated that he was
introducing a bill tomorrow that nad to do with literacy and he ex-
pressed hope that you would cooperate with him.

Then, finally, Mr. Poshard said that he felt seed money is not
enough, that we have got to make a heavier investment nd felt
that the phrase being used by some high-ranking officials that we
are throwing money at education is not exactly accurate and that
more should be done at the Federal level, rather than making this
blank statement.
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There seemed to be a number of things which you might wish to
answer, and from now on, you are controlling the time.

Secretary CAVAZOS. I am on my time?
Chairman HAWKINS. I have no other questions.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Let me touch on the points that were

brought out here and I appreciate the opportunity to review these
with you rather quickly.

We certainly will look into the dropout program in Chapter 1,
part C, and see what we can do in terms in our discretionary funds.
The issue of how merit awards made under theschool program can
be directed so that they do not just flow to one segment of our soci-
ety, but instead take into consideration the needs of minority stu-
dents, is a very cogent thought that we have carefully considered.

According to the criteria that we can use to identify a merit
school, it is quite possible that a school has a high minority enroll-
ment and has been able to reduce its dropout levels, incn-ase its
students test scores or had a drug free campus could be selected to
participate in this program.

As to the issue of work place literacy, sir, we will work with you
on that. I h e the same commitment and I applaud you tbr your
efforts and we will work together. To the issue of seed money and
dollars into the system, I perhaps did not make myself clear.

When I was referring to a 26 percent increase in funding, I did
not mean to imply that funding at the Federal level increased by
that amount. I was referring to the increase in funding that has
occurred when Federal, state, and local funds are all added togeth-
er. That was the figure that I was referring to and not referring to
the amount spent by the department or proposed here.

I agree with you that seed money is not always the way to ap-
proach the problems we face, but what we have to do is to bring
together all of the resources we can muster, in addition to the
money we spend, to provide leadership on this issue to all Ameri-
can communities.

I am optimistic that we can solve the problems facing education
in our Nation, but it is not going to be solved either unilaterally or
through one or two little techniques. It is going to involve every
one of us.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be before your
committee. I promise you again that we will respond to your ques-
tions that you submit to me in writing I also promise, of course, to
work with you to fashion the best bill that we can. Thank you very
much, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. We are confident that you will.
I wish to thank you on behalf of the committee for your generous
contribution this morning, to the work of the committee and we
look forward to a continuing dialogue with you.

You have our cooperation on that, I can assure you. Thank you
very much.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee concluded at 11:55 a.m.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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August 2E, ME

Nonorable Lauro F. Cavazos
Secretary
U.S. Department of Ciucation
Washington, D.Z.

Dear mt. Secretory:

Thank you for presenting testimony before the
Subcommittee on Slementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education on N.A. 1675, the Educational Excellence Act, on
August 2, 1999. Some of the Members have questions which
they were not able to ask during the course of the hearing
because of time constraints. Also, we are requesting
information on several ongoing Department activities that
bear Arectly and indirectly on the Administration's
proposals.

In order th4t the Subcommittee may have the benefit
of your thinking, I have compiled the additional goestions
which are attached. I would ameciato having your
response by September 22.

AFH:jjt

Enclosure

Slncerely,

/16eflicume
Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman

(The Committee questions appear In who.,
In the Secretary's responses.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THESMWTARY

ocr

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins

Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mt. Chairman:

1311

Enclosed are answers to the questions on the Educational Excellence Act that

you sent to me on August 23, 1989. I hope these answers will be helpful to

your Subcommittee as you mark up the bill.

I look forward to bearing your views and to working with you to fashion a bill
Oat will be acceptable to both the Congress and the Administration and that,
most of all, will result In the improvement of education for young people in

this countrY.

Thank you for the courtesy you showed to me at the August 2 hearing on the

President's legislative proposals. If there are issues on which you would
like further explanation or information, please let me know, and I will do my

best to provide it.

Sincerely,

a4,40 I. Cs4frixt-------
Lauto F. Cavazos

Enclosure
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Ouestiora on H.R 16754 the Educational Excellence Act

GENERAL ISSUES

Question: In the main, your proposals deal with rewarding
schools, teachers, and students for doing well academically. Do you
believe that is where the Federal Government should place its
emphasis, especially since these schools and individuals &re
probably going to do well anyway regardless of whether they receive
Federal awards?

Answer: Contrary to the premise of the question, the
Educational Excellence Act is consistent with the principle that
Federal dollars should be used to help those most in need. These
programs would contribute to educational improvement for this
segment of the population in several important ways. For example,
they would encourage major restructuring of schools by giving
parents an opportunity to select their children's schools, and they
would encourage new and flexible systems of certifying teachers.
Some of the new programs would reward progress toward excellence on
the part of students, teachers, and schools. This kind of
recognition is an important ingredient in the overall effort to
improve the quality of education generally, and those who will
benefit most from improvements in the quality f American education
are students the educational system is currently failing.

Question: Let me state the question in a different way: today
one-fourth of our public school students are poor, and by the year
2000, one-third of them will be poor. Shouldn't we be emphasizing
Chapter 1, Even Start, and other programs focused on these students?

Answer: Many schools are struggling against difficult odds to
create a decent learning environment for their students. Generally
speaking, schools serving poor children have the most difficult
problems to overcome. Programa in the Educational Excellence Act
will help these schools and these students. The Presidental Merit
Schools program, for example, will reward progress -- not
perfection -- in dealing with some of the problems most common to
schools serving children from low-income families: poor achievement
in basic skills; unsafe and drug-ridden school environments; and
high dropout rates. We expect this will provide an additional
incentive for these schools to improve, and view it as direct
support for the School Improvement emphasis in the Hawkins-Stafford
Amendments to Chapter 1.

The Education Department budget in recent years has allocated about
85 percent of its resources to programs serving the disadvantaged,
the handicapped, and needy postsecondary students. President Bush
strongly supports this high priority for the disadvantaged, and he
is convinced that programs in the Educational Excellence Act will
complement existing programs in ways that will further benefit poor
students.

Ca 0
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Question: The same question has been put to us bluntly by the

education appropriations bill. Chapter 1 receives a 20 percent
increase tn that bill -- $1 billion -- so that more disadvantaged
children can receive the remedial education they need. But the same

bill provides that if your proposals are enacted, $350,000,000 can
be shifted from Chapter 1 to pay for them. In other words, fewer
poor children will be served to fund your "merit schools" and

"magnet schools of excellence." Is that proper? Is that good

policy?

Answer: Given the fact that the House Appropriations Committee
usually does not consider requests for programs that are not
authorized, this was a very unusual step for the Committee to take,

and we are very appreciative. The House Committee included an
increase of almost $1 billion, or 23 percent, for Chapter 1 Grants
to LEAs, the programs from which these funds would be transferred.
Even if the Department were to transfer the full $350 million
alloyed by the Committee, the Chapter 1 LEA Basic and ConcenLration
grant programs would ctill receive an increase of almost
$600 million, or 14 percent, the highest dollar increase ever.

Furthermore, children eligible for Chapter 1 will benefit from both
the Presidential Merit Schools program and Magnet Schools of

Excellence:

o Distribution of Merit Schools funds to States will be based

in part on the Chapter 1 formula.

o The emphasis in the Merit Schools program wil/ be on
encouraging and rewarding schools that are making progress in
improving the learning environment, despite the presence of
such obstacles as a high poverty rate. As noted earlier,
this reinforces current efforts to improve Chapter 1 schools.

o Merit Schools awards would be based on progress in creating a

safe and drug-free school environment, raising student
achievement, and reducing the dropout rate -- all areas of

vital importance to Chapter 1 schools.

o A major emphasis in the Magnet Schools of Excellence program
will be on supporting schools that recognize the potential of
children who are educationally disadvangated or who come from

low-income families.

o Many children from low-income femilies live in school
districts that have student enrollments close to 100 percent
minority and are therefore not eligible for the
desegregation-related Magnet Schools program. The many

benefits of magnet schools should be extended to these

children.

9
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PRESIDENTIAL MERIT SCHOOLS

Question: Why do you propose authorizing a relatively large
amount of money beginning at $250 million per year, rising to
$500 million by fiscal year 1993 -- for the untried concept of
"merit schools"? This concept of "bonus payments" to successful
schools has been adopted only very recently end in a coupLa of
States, with little evidence of its effects.

Answer: The $250 million that would be authorized for 1990
would provide for an average State grant of $4.4 million; the 1991
authorization of $350 million would result in an average grant of
$6.1 million. We believe these amounts, far from being excessive,
are appropriate for demonstrating that achievable standards of
excellence cam be set for all students and all schools, and that
financial incentives can spur schools to rise to the challenge of
meeting these standards.

The principles embodied by the Presidential Merit Schools program
are not untried as the question suggests. The Department has seen
very positive results from such recognition programs as the Blue
Ribbon Schools programs. And the experience of a number of States
with school recognition programs has convinced State legislators and
other funding sources, such as foundations, that those programs
provide well-deserved recognition as well as incentives for
school-level improvement. For example:

o In Florida, the Quality Instructional Incentives Program
awarded $10 million last year to districts that met their own
objectives for improvement, based on plans negotiated with
the State educational agency.

o In Georgia, evaluators chosen from outside the State select
successful schools under the Schools of Excellence
Recognition Program.

o In Minnesota, the Academic Excellence Foundation, a nonprofit
public/private partnership, selects Quality Elementary
Schools of Excellence for recognition. It also sponsors
academic contests among schools for the purpose of
recognizing superior academic effort and achievement.

o In Pennsylvania, the School Performance Incentive program
makes cash awards to schools that demonstrate improvement in
several areas.

o In South Carolina, the School Incentives Program, funded at
$4.4 million last year, awards funds to schools that increase
their achievement scores. Schools with the highest gains
receive cash awards, with the amount of the award adjusted to
reflect enrollment size and the number of children from
!ow-income families.
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Question: What will be the impact of merit school payments on
the provision of equal resources to pupils from low- and high-income

families? What guarantees are provided by your proposal to prevent

most funds from being granted to schools in high-income areas?

Answer: While the legislative proposal does not contain
absolute "guarantees" to prevent maw: Merit Schools funds from being
granted to schools in high-income areas, we do not think suth

guarantees are needed. Schools will be selected based on their

progress in (1) improving educational performance in basic skills,
(2) achieving a safe sthool environment, and (3) reducing the

dropout rate. These three areas suggest problems not usually
associated with schools that serve privileged students from

high-income families. In addition, States will have the authority
to establish additional criteria and may set standards that give
further consideration to schools with substantial numbers or
proportions of children from low-income families.

Question: The merit schools concept is an application of

business market concepts to elementary and secondary schools. Why

are competitive market concepts appropriate for such a universal

public service as elementary and secondary education?

Answer: David Kearns, the chairman of Xerox, has said, "To be
successful, the new agenda for school reform must be driven by
competition and market discipline....The public schools must change

if we are to survive." We agree with Mr. Kearns, and we believe we

must infuse our schools with the ingredients thAt are essential to
sny enterprise--enterpreneurship and accountability. Programs in

the Education Excellence Act, such as Magnet Schools of Excellence,
Presidential Merit Schools, and Presidential Awards for Excellence

in Education, offer this opportunity. The possibility of receiving

a cash bonus from the Presidential Merit Schools program should be

as powerful an incentive for principals and teachers as similar

programs are for workers in private industry. There are other

factors that motivate people to do well, but recognition and reward
must certainly be considered important factors as well. Competitive

market concepts are not only appropriate for public education; their

application is long overdue. We believe these concepts along with

other reform efforts, hold great promise for school improvement.

Question: While your bill does provide for public control over
instructional equipment and materials, it does not provide for
public control of other uses of merit school grants by private

schools. Why do you think it would be constitutional to provide
merit school grants directly to private schools, to be spent solely
as determined by private school officials, when control of all
Federal aid funds must be maintained by public agencies in current

elementary and secondary education programs?

Answer: We believe that the equitable treatment of parochial
schools in the Presidential Merit Schools programs, subject to the
safeguards provided In the proposal, would be consistent with the

Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution,
because the program would be open to all schools on a neutral

9 7
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basis. Because of the limitations imposed by the Establishment
Clause, a parochial school would not enjoy the full range of choices
available to a public school. A parochial school could,
neverthelesseuse its avard for sudh constitutionally permissible
activities, listed in the legislation, as college scholarships for
secondary sdhool students, helping other schools to replicate its
success, :and arranging for the loan of textbooks to students, so
long as a public agency holds title to, and exercises administrative
control over, those books. It should be noted that a provision of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 that prohibits
the use of money for religious worship or instruction would apply to
the Presidential Merit Schools program. Each State educational
agency would be responsible for ensuring that funds avarded to
private schools under this program are used in accordance with that
prohibition and with the Establishment Clause. Thus, vhile private

schools will.be free to decide vhich permissible activities to use
their awards for, there will be substantial public control to ensure
that funds are not used for constitutionally unacceptable

activities.

Question: Why should ve grant funds to any public or private
school vith no control over hov those funds are used? What would

prevent a grantee from using the grant to purchase such items as
tennis courts or a svimming pool?

Ansver: The Presidential M2rit Schools program will provide a
powerful incentive for schools to improve their educational
performance. Accountability should vork both vaya. Just as a
school might expect adverbs consequences for poor performance (e.g.,
State takeover, parents cLoosing a different school for their
Children), school. should be encouraged to increase their
accountability by developing programs that stem dropout rates or

increase student achievment. The cash avard that would come vith
selection am a Presidential Merit School is intended not so much to
produce accountability as to revard it. We are confident, and the
proposed legislation anticipates, that a school that vins one of
these avards can be counted on to use it for activities that will
mike education even better for its students.

Question: With respect to private schools in particular, vhat
is to prevent merit school grants from being made to highly
selective, elitist schools, vith high tuitions, large endowments,
and a wealth of other advantages?

Answer: Just as ve do not expect funds to flow to public
schools serving predominantly high-achieving children from
high-income families, it is unlikely that the kind of private school
described in the question would receive a Merit Schools Avard.
'these schools do not generally suffer from problems associated vith
low achievement in basic skills, unsafe school environments, and

high dropout rates. Unless a school has had such problems, it could
hardly be expected to show improvement in these areas and thus

qualify for a Merit Schools avard.
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Question: Can you provide any more detailed information on the

"minimum criteria" that you would establish for merit satool grants?

Answer: The proposed legislation sets out three areas in which

the Secretary would be required to establieh minimum criteria.

These are: (1) progress in improving educational performance, with

particular emphasis on mastery of reading, writing, and mathematical

skills; (2) the degree to which the school demonstrates progress in

&thieving and maintaining a safe environment, including reduction or

elimination of problems related to drug and alcohol use; and (3)

progress in reducing the number of students who drop out of sthool

or in encouraging those who have dropped out to reenter school and

complete their schooling.

In establishing these criteria, the Secretary will use the

radiating process and will solicit publit comment to ensure that

the Department benefits from the ideas of school officials, parents,

and the public in general. We would particularly welcome

augzestions from the Congress on how the criteria could be framed.

Question: Why does your proposal provide only that State

criteria for merit school selection may take student body

composition -- such as the proportion of pupils from low income

families -- into account? Would any criteria that did not take the

student body's tharacteristics into account simply result in bonus

grants to sdhools servins the affluent, those least in need of help?

Answer: As we have stated in answers to previous questions, we

believe that fears about Merit Schools funds beins drawn off by

affluent schools and those least in need of help are groundless.

The Federal selection standards that all States would be required to

use deal with problems not usually associated with schools for the

affluent. On top of these, States will have wide latitude for

establishing additional criteria, including those that recognize the

composition of the student body and those that give special

consideration to schools with substantial numbers or proportions of

dhildren from low-income families.

ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION FOR TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Question: What have been the effects thus far of the

alternative teadher certification program in the State of New

Jersey? Have any other States followed New Jersey's lead in this

area? If not, why?

Answer: Before the inauguration of its alternative

certification program in September 1985, New Jrsey, like many other

States, faced twin shortages of teachers in its public schools:

there were not enough teachers in certain subject areas, especially

mathematics and the sciences; and there were alao too few minority

teachers in a State with large numbers of minority students.
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However, the problem most immediately prompting the establishment of
an alternative certification program was ineffectiveness and
inefficiency in a long-established emergency certification procedure.

The success of the Provisional Teacher Program has begun to relieve
New Jersey of these shortages and problems. The need for high

quality teaehers in various subjects has been met. The shortage of

minority teachers is also being made up. Emergency certification, a
relatively unstructured procedure, has been replaced by rigorous new

certification procedures.

Alternatively certified teachers made up 32 percent of incoming
teachers for the New Jersey public schools in 1988. While math and
science shortages are being met, needed teachers are also being
supplied for many other subjects, including English, languages,
business-subjects, and social studies. Half of the new teachers for
the public elementary schools of New Jersey come from the ranks of
alternatively certified teachers. Their performance has been

strong: principals and traditionally certified colleagues are
pleased with the performance of the new teachers.

An unexpected benefit has been the great interest in the program by

minorities. The current corps of teachers in New Jersey public
schools is 11 percent minority, while more than 32 percent of the

students are minority. But in 1989, 29 percent of the alternatively
certified teachers hired for the public schools are expected to be
of minority background.

Other States have begun to establish their own alternative
certification programs; among them are California, Texas, and

Florida. Additional States are considering euch programs, but none
seem to be following the New Jersey example explicitly. The States
seem to be experimenting according to their own resources, local

tircumstances, and needs.

Question: The determination of school teacher and Administrator
qualifications has always been a State responsibility. What is the

rationale for federal intervention into this process?

Answers The program we are proposing will not usurp State
responsibilities to determine qualifications for school personnel.
Our proposal seeks to encourage States to develop alternative
certification requirements that are tailored to the States'

individual circumstances. No Federal certification standards are to

be developed through this effort.

The rationale for the Federal Government providing funds to
encorrage and assist States in developing and implementing
alternative certification requirements is simply to improve the
recruitment pool of well-qualified teachers and administrators. Our

school children could benefit from the expertise of many talented
professionals who have demonstrated their subject matter competence
or leadership qualities in fields outside education. What is needed

are alternate routes into teaching for these persons who have not
gone through the conventional college of education training process,



or into administration for those without teadhing experience. The

Federal role in this area is one of encouragement, assistance, and
guidance through the sharing of information and exemplary efforts.
Detailed matters of education policy will remain with States and

local education agencies.

Question: If alternative teadher and administrator
certification programs are successful, why will States not adopt

them on their own, without Federal snbsidy?

Answer: Approximately two dozen States have Indeed established
some alternative routes to enter the teaching profession. (It is

hard to determine exactly how many States already have sudh programs
because educators' and policymakers' definitions of "alternative"
differ.) Yet, while many States are pursuing-this approach to
improving the recruitment pool of well-qualified teadhers, it in in

the best interest of the Nation that these efforts be reinforced,
and that those States that have not yet developed their own programa

be encouraged to do so.

It should also be noted that our proposal requires that funds
awarded to the States be used to supplement, and not to supplant,
any State or local funds available for the development and
implementation of alternative teadher and principal certification

requirements. This ensures that Federal funds would be used to
expand upon existing efforts or begin programs in those States where
none exist, not just to continue programs currently funded from
other sources.

Quoqtion: Do any States currently have alternative
adminiatraZor certification programa? If not, why?

Answer: No State has an alternative certification program for
administrator" as sudh. One State, New Jersey, has developed and is

implementing a new administrator certification process, which was
alopted by the State Board of Education in Septembnr 1988. This

action is more an upgrading and expansion of the previous process
than an alternate route, hswever.

While the merit of alternative certification to expand the talent
pool is equally applicable to administrators and teachers, the
market incentive of a shrinking supply of teachers is not present in
the case of administrators. Yet, if alternate routes for
administrators existed, schools could far more readily tap the
talent of those with management and administrative backgromds and
proven leadership abilities.

Question: Do alternative teacher or administrator certification
programs generally require individuals to eventually meet the
"regular" certification requirements in order to maintain their

job? If so, what has been gained through the alternative

certification program?

Answer: No, these programs generally do not require individuals

to eventually meet "regular" certification requirements. Mid-life
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professionals and retirees, two groups principally addressed by
alternative certification, typically cannot afford to return to
college for full-time studies, which regular certification
requires. It is the very premise of alternative certification that,
throne' a different mix of requirements, taking into account the
constraints of full-time teaching, persons already having
substantial academic training can become highly effective teachers.
Evidence bears this out. The quality and quantity of teachers
provided by existing alternative certification programs demonstrates
the value and effectiveness of alternate routes into the profession.

Question: You may already support alternative teacher and
administrator certification programs under your discretionary
authorities of the Fund for Innovation in Education and the Fund for
the Improvement and Reform of Schools and Teaching. Why do you need

this additional authority?

Answer: Both the Fund for Innovation in Education and the Fund
for the Improvement and Reform of Schools and Teaching will make a
limited number of grants this year, about 60 each, for prujects
selected from among many applications. States applying to these
programs for support for alternative certification programs would
face competition from public, private, non-profit and profit-staking
institutiona of every description from across the Nation proposing
to implement a myriad of strategies for improving and reforming
schools and teaching. Alec, given continuation grant commitments,
adequate funding would not be available in 1990 to assist each State
with an alternative certification program even if they were all to
apply and compete well. We believe that a separate formula-grant
program, with one-time funding at the level we have proposed, is
important both to provide an incentive for States to pursue this
strategy for improving the teaching force and to guarantee
assistance to those that want to do so.

BILIMWAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Question: P.L. 100-436, which was enacted in September, 1988,
included a provision in the appropriation language which called for
a report from the Secretary on the status of the Bilingual
Fellowships Program. The report was to be delivered no later than
eight months after enactment to both the House and the Senate
Appropriations Committee. Your Department did not deliver the
report, and as a result $5 million has not been expended for 500
fellowships in FY 1989. What is the status of this report and the
awards for FY 1989?

Answer: The 1989 Appropriations Act prohibited the Department
from spending funds for the Bilingual Fellowship program until the
Department submitted an interim report (due on MaF 20, 1989), and
the Congress released these funds "under further statutory Act of
Congress." The Department submitted the report on May 19, 1989.
Subsequently, the Senate report language accompanying the
Department's fiscal year 1989 supplementary appropriation directed
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the Deportment to "obligate these funds to the educational personnel
training activities under Part C.* Pursuant to those instructions,
the $5,000,000 that had been reoerved for the Bilingual Fellowship

program is being used to make Educational Personnel Training Grants.

<Question: P.L. 100-297 calls for study on this sass

fellowship program. The study is due to the appropriate committees

of Congress by December 31, 1991. What is the status of this study?

Answer: A contract for study of the Bilingual Fellowship

program was signed on September 30, 1988. This study is scheduled

for completion by April 1990 and will produce information that will

be used in the 1991 fellowship report.

LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Question: What is the status of the longitudinal study of

bilingual education being conducted for the Department? What is the

release date for this study?

Answer: The original contract for the national longitudinal
evaluation of the effectiveness of services for language-minority
limited English proficiez: students was awarded in fiscal year
1983. A contract to analyze the data collected during this

five-year study was awarded in September 1988. The final report is

due from the contractor by September 30, 1989. V* expect to sake

the report available to the Congress shortly after we receive it.

FAMILY ENGLISH LITERACY

Question: P.L. 100-297 specifies that programs of family

bilingual education may include instruction designed to enable
aliens who are otherwise eligible for temporary resident status
under Section 245A of the Imigration and Nationality Att to achieve
minimum understanding of ordinary English end a knowledge and

understanding of history and goverment of the United States as

required by Section 312 of such Act. As deadlines for completing
such ellcation under P.L. 99-603 draw nearer, the provision of such

courses is increasingly critical. To what extent has the Departsent

publicized the availability of program funds for such activities?

Answer: C4nsistent with the 1988 amendments to the Bilingual
Education Act, the Department issued new program regulations for the
Family English Literacy program specifically listing the services

you describe as allowable activities. The State Legalizaticm Impact
Assistance Progrss, administered by the Department of Health and
Human Services, makes available approximately $100 million for such

activities annually. In contrast, the 1989 budget for Family

English Literacy was $4.7 million.
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Question: Has the Department received applications to conduct

such programs?

Amswer: For fiscal year 1989, the Department received 144

eligible applications under the Family English Literacy program.
Five of these applicants proposed programs of instruction for aliens
in conjunction with intergenerational literacy instructional

activities.

Question: Has the Department funded such programs?

Answer: The Department made 15 awards for new Easily English
Literacy projects in fiscal year 1989 in addition to 20 awards for

non-competitive continuation projects. None of the five applicants

proposing instruction for aliens mere ranked highly enough in the

competitive process to be funded.

DEVELOPMENTAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Question: Developaental bilingual education is a fundamental

activity under Title VII of P.L. 100-297. The Committee report for

the appropriations bill for FY 1990 (H.R. 2990) specifies that the
funds added by the Committee are to be reserved for grants for

programs of developental bilingual education. What are your plans

for enhancing and expanding that program?

Answer: The purpose of developmental bilingual education
projects !a to teach a foreign language to native English speakers
and strengthen native language skills of limited English proficient
students as well as to teach English. The Department's general
policy has been that the limited Federal funding available for
bilingaal education should be directed to programs that teach

Engliah to limited English proficient students. The Department has

recently been considering using a small saount of funding to

demonstrate and test the developmental approach. In addition, the

House has recommended an increase, in fiscal year 7990, for
bilingual education, some of which, under language in the House
committee report, would be earmarked for developmental programs. If

the final version of the 1990 appropriations act confirms the House
directive, the Department will, of course, comply.

: NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF ADULT LITERACY

Question: What ts the status of the national assessment to

detersine the nature and extent of adult illiteracy? To what extent

will this include representative information on limited -English -

proficient adult illiteracy? To what extent will it include

information on the supply ana effectiveness of literacy programs

that serve these Americans?

Answer: The award for the National Assessment of Adult Literacy

will be node very shortly. This study will be completed in 1993 and
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will product informattentoo the literacy skills of limited-English-
proficient adults based on a representative sample of this

populattun. The ;tteracy assessment will not produce information on
the supply and effectiveness of literacy programa to serve
limited-Engltsh-proficient adults, although the Department ta
undertaking other activities to address this question, including a
study to document funding from all Federal programs that support
adult education and a national study of the Federal Adult Education

program.

STUDIES OF LITERACY PROGRAMS

Question: What, tn addttton to the national asseasment, has the

Department done to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of
current services from all sources (including the public and private

sectors) for workplace literacy and for building English literacy
skills of Witted-English-proficient adults and out-of-school youths?

:?oswer: The Department, together wtth the Departments of Labor

fine Health and Human Services, ts begtnning a study of Federal

programa that provtde adult education services. Thts study will

produce detailed information on the amount of Federal funding sod,

to the extent possible, the volume of services provtded under all

Federal programs. Thts study will not include a survey of private
efforts; privutely funded adult educatton activities permeate nearly
every community and would requtre an extremely expensive study to

document.

LITERACY TRAINING FOR THE LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT

Question: What has been done to ensure thet basic State grants

under the Adult Education Act include adequate provisions of
appropriate literacy education services to these populations?

Answer: States are required to describe, I'm their Adult
Education State plans, how they will provtde for the special needs
of tndividuals wtth limited or no English proficiency by providing

appropriate assistance to enable such individuals to progress
effectively through adult education programs. The Department's new

regulattons for Adult Education retterate thts requirement and the
requirement that the State plans describe how the needs of all
educationally disadvantaged adults will be addressed. The

Department has worked closely with the State directors of adult
education to make then aware of the requirements of the Adult
Education Act and the full range of services they may provtde using

Federal funds. According to recent State reports, approximately
one-third of all participants in adult educatton programs are
limited-English-proficient adults seeking

English-as-a-second-language training.
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ENGLISH LITERACY GRANT PROGRAM

Question: Have any grants been made under the English Lttericy

Grant program? What is the status of the nationsl literacy

clearinghouse, with its mandate for training and material

development, as well as traditional ERIC clearinghouse functions of

collection and dissemination of materials on literacy? Actions have

been taken to strengthen this
clearinghouse's role as a center for

collection, analysis, and dissemination of literacy education under

various prosrams and agencies. What impact would termination of

funding have on these activities? What are the Department's plans

for implementing this vital program?

Answer: Grants to States under the English Literacy Grant

program will be made in November 1989, when the regulations

govereng this new program become effective. The award for the

National Clearinghouse on Literacy Education for Individuals of

Limited -English Proficiency will be madt :n September 1989.

However, this clearinghouse has no statutory authority to provide

training or materials development;
it will be operated as an adjunct

ERIC clearinghouse.

Tne Adult Education Act
authorizes the Division of Adult Education

to conduct training and
materials development for this program. The

Division of Adult Education in
currently developing curriculum

materials for use in literacy programs for limited-English-

proficient adults.

Elimination of funding for the English Literacy Grant program would

result in the termination of the adjunct ERIC clearinghouse;

however, the States vould continue
to provide extensive litr-rscy

training services for the
Itmited-EnglizI proficient under tht Adult

Education basic State grant program.
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Dear Mr. Secretary:

Thank you for your testimony this rerning on the Educational Excellence
Act of 1989 (H.R. 1675) and related topics. I look forward Lc) working
with you to provide effective opportunities for educational excellence
for all Americans. As I indicated during the hearing, I would like
information on several ongoing activities at the Department. The more
specific queries regarding program activities have been included in a
letter that is being sent to you by members of the Committee under the
signature of Cbairman Hawkins.

I have been delighted to see the statements that you and others n the
Administration have given to highlight the need to develop a nation of
readers. I look forward to working with you to end illiteracy in
America. As you indicated in your testimony, this should include
broad-based efforts to build literacy. Support for pre-reading
ctivities in programs for young children (such as Head Start and Even
Start) , and programs for older children (such as Bilingual Education
and Chapter I) which develop these skills are vital. I fully agree
with you that broad programs geared to meet the oeeds of out of school
youths and adults--such as the Chapter I dropout prevention programs-
the Adult Basic Bducation programs and the Bilingual Education family
bilingual education programs--are important. I am pleased to note your
request for an 18% increase in formula grants to the states under Adult
Education for programs which teach basic skills (including literacy) and
which help adults attain high school credentials. While full furding
for this vital program would be far more appropriate in meeting
America's human investment deficit, 10t is a useful if modest start.
However, modest incr eeeee and untargeted activities will do little to
build a nation of readers.
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While more of the same is an important part of the answer, it is not an
adequate answer. Data frost your Department and other sources make it
starkly clear that a major proportion of the nation's illiterates are
adults and out of school youths whose first language is not English.
Moreover, the rapidly changing technological demands and the aging of

the workforce make literacy programs in the workplace particularly
important to ustain and increase our ability to compete in world
marketa. The problem is particularly severe for small busin sssss which

can usually ill-afford to provide literacy training. Evidence from
across the country clearly shows that too little is being done to build
workplace literacy skills and to support effective literacy programs for
limited English proficient adults and out of school youths. States are

often failing to give the emphasis to these ipecial populations that
demographics and competitiveness require. The requirements of the
immigration law make these inadequacies even more troubling.

It is for these reasons that Congress created the Workplace Literacy and

the English Literacy Grant programs. Mandating these programs in two
major statutes--the trade bill and the Hawkins-Stafford Act--was a clear

and conscious effort by Congress to improve the targeting of Federal
resources to stimulate the creation of State and local community-based
programs that meet these s.eds.

Despite this pressing need and clear Congressional intent, the
President's budget recommended zero funding for the English Literacy
Grant program, which I authored, and for the Workplace Literacy program,
asserting that the programs duplicate State grant authority. It is rot
appropriate for the Department to be exercising 'a little bit of
academic deregulation' by gett ng rid of these categorical programs that
expressly drive money to largt.y unmet needs which are not being
adequately served by broader State grant programs. In both public and
private programs there As a tremendous inertia, a tendency to keep doing
what has been done before. If America is to meet these challenges, we
must reach beyond the traditional classroom and the traditional

bureaucracy. The Workplsce Literacy and the English Literacy Grant
programs do this. As you know, concern has also been expressed in
Senate hearings about the Administration's failure to seek funding for

these vital programs.

P. stop-and-start policy of fundigg literacy activities is harmful enough

for demonstration type programs. It it particularly damaging when basic
infrastructuresuch as the national literacy education clearinghouse
established by P.L. 100-297--are involved. Wtat is your Derartment's
strategy for meeting the special needs in building literacy skills in

the workplace and for the limited-English proficient adult or out of

school youth? What infrastructure is in place or being established to

assess 'what works" in these programs and to effec,ively disseminate
this information in usable form to those battling illiteracy in our
communities?
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Secondly, I am deeply troubled by the app.,ech eabodied in H.R. 1675.
Most of the activities of any substance .n this bill are already
permited under Hawkins-Stafford and other statutes. In this regard, I
find it very puzzling that the Department has been so laggard in
implementing the provisions of the Hawkins-Stafford School Improvement
Amendments. It might raise questions in the mind of some whether the
Administration prefers rhetoric to action. I choose to wait and see.

As the owner-opzrator of a small business for over a quarter of a
century, I am a strong supporter of the free market system. Markets are
highly fficient means of coordinating supply and demand in a wide
variety of contexts. However, as economists know all too well, markets
often are not perfect. Failure ca stem from z number of cause.:
externalities (e.g. when the cost of a drop-out is not )orne by the
educational system, or when schools recruiting from a mall segment of
the population fail to help equip students to participate in the broader
American community), by the abuse of aarket power (e.g. by prep schools
"creaming" the best and the brightest studsnts from less adequately
financed schools), and imperfect information (which can leave buyers and
sellers Aorly equipped to make rational decisions). And since it takes
money to play the market, those without money (and without the
information and contacts and options that money buys) will increasingly
be left out. So-called school *choice programsif not carefully
tailored to meet these concerns--would result in what one study
commissioned by the Department termed a "new improved sorting machine"
that incr polarization and undercuts productivity in America, while
undercutting the public schools that have built our nation and have kept
it democratic and prosperous. The Administration's emphasis on prep
schools and secular schools is particularly puzzling in view of
international comparisions where the nations that out perform the U.S.
on various measures of educational achievement rely far more heavily on
public schools than do we. Market models, international comparisons,
and our own history raise fundamental concerns about the approach in
H.R. 1675. Essentially, H.R. 1675 fails to build on what works.

As you pointed out in your testimony, it would be unwise to throw our
nation's schools into any greater educational deficit. An inside-the-
Beltway mentality of proposing sweeping changes in education with little
attention to what really is happening in our nation's classrooms is
folly. The world of reality as we see it from the top and the view from
the bottom does not change for all the chetoric we hear. Clearly, not
enough is being done to build excellence in education. Nobody
identifies early enough what an individual child's needs are and to what
pedagogy that child will respond to and learn by. He stick 20 or more
children with one teacher teaching one way--and others don't care so
long as they can point to some sort of success. But many reports,
including A Nation At Risk suggest that the success rate is small and
getting smaller. So called 'choice" would deny real choice and
community to students and teachers.
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In practice, the children of thsrpoor would take what they can get and
hopefully sake something out of it. If they ate very lucky they will
Lanese part of the middle class. It is the poor who need the guarantees
of quality education the most --and allowing few elite schools to
"cram" the best students while concentrating the students with problems
in an academic ghetto will only intensify these problems and uhdercut
the American community. The Aaministration's proposals for so-called
choico° would nese at the detriment of schools which are already
underfuided and inadequately staffed. And while seeking sore choice for
achool admissions cosmittees, the Administration's proposals often seek
to narrow the choices open to teachers and students in schools. What we
ounht to be doing is aaking sure that every school provides quality
education to every student, regardless uf whether that child lives in a
neighborhood where property values ate high or low.

When you and I were children there were three types of schools: those
for Angles, those for Hispanics, and those for Blacks. In almort every
case only the first type provided quality education. A lucky few
Hispanic children, whose parents appreciated the importance of education
and who were able to slip past the barriers, were able to attend the
schools of the white kids. Many of the Hispanics now in leadership
roles were able to benefit from this. Over the last several decades
battles for desegregation have broken down many of the legal barriers
that separated kids.

Today, the real issue is not legal desegregation - -it is econcsicc.
Today the real minority is the econoaically disadvantaged - -whatever the
color of their skin. H.R. 1675 does not address this issue: it calls
yet again for what has not been implemeni.ed and it fails to go on to
build on what works.

I look forward to working with you for programs that truly build
educational excellence and educational opportunity for all Americans.

Sincerely,

MATTHEW G. MARTI
Member of Congress
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The 1.9 million-member National Education Association

represents professional and support eaployees in public

elementary, secondary, vocational, and postsecondary schools

throughout the nation. We appreciate this opportunity t* testify

on the role the federal government can play in maintaining the

drive toward excellence and equity in public education.

Approximately two years ago, this Committee began its work

on the reauthorization of a dozen essential federal elementary

and secondary education programs. Those efforts wera grounded in

a recognition that individual students have unique needs, that

some students require special assistance to succeed in school and

in life, and that schools must have sustained assistsfte to he

able to provide quality educational services for disadvantaged

students, students with limited proficiency in English, and other

students at risk. ;.fter careful study, this Committee

acknow!edgei; that federal education programs such as Chapter 1

compensatory education for disadVantaged students worked well and

deserved to be continued. And at the same time, this Committee

established new programs such as concentration grants, dropout

prevention, and parental involvement that were developed based

on the recommendations of teachers, administrators, 2arents, and

others with a strong interest and experience in education.

The process tit which the Education and Labor Committee

developed these education programs reflects a model for

developing ways to provide meaningful assistance to students and

public schools. Too often, particularly in recent years, well-

1 1 2
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intentioned people have attempted to make changes in education

without an adequate assessment of what the most pressing needs

are, without consulting with professionals in the field, or by

striking out on a parallel track, or even a divergent track,

rather than building on the foundation that already exists.

NBA would be the first to admit there is still work to be

done in adVancing the goals of excellence and equity in

education. We have long advocated a full commitment to specific

elementary and secondary education programs that have proven

successful, such as Chapter 1, handicapped education, bilingual

education, Indian education, and the gest. We have long

advoceted a full commitment to programs that meet the human needs

of disadvantaged children, including child care, nutrition and

health programs, programs to ntem the tide of chemical

dependency, juvenile delinquency, and sexual promiscuity. We

have long advocated a significant general aid program to help

local communities meet their responsibility to aintain and

operate the public schoolL.. We have advocated now programs to

meet emerging challenges in education: a greater emphasis on

education personnel development, including programs to encourage

more ethnic and racial minorities to enter the teaching

profession; programs to encourage a ore collegial approach to

problemrsolving at the local level, includin; assistance for

site-based decision-making, professional development resourc

centers; school restructuring based on local needs and locally

determined goals; and programs to improve the standards for

ntering and incentives for remaining in the teaching profession,
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as well as providing ongoing assistance to stay current in

subject matter an4 methodology.

NSA is not alone in its commitment to effective programs to

help continue the drive toward excellence ane equity in

education. Tb41 Coamitum for Economic Development has compiled a

number of reports in recent years calling for a significant

investment in education and outlining a number of specific

programs that schools and communities, with assistance from state

and federal governments, can initiate to address tbe real needs

in education. In its 1987 report, °Children In Weed: Investment

Strategies for the Educationally"Disadvantaged,' CED reminded

Americans that °raising standards for all students without

increased efforts to help those who may not meet those standards

will go only part way in realising the nation's educational

goals.° It called for the nation to embark on a °third wave° of

education reform °that gives ti,41 highest priority to early and

sustained intervention in the lives of disadvantaged children.°

The public schools alone cannot make the kind of progress the

public expects. It calls for a sustained community effort with

the close involveeent and support of parents and other family

members. CED called for a greater emphasis on prenatal and

postnatal care for pregnant teens and other high-risk mothers;

parenting education for both mothers and fathers, family health

care, and nutritional guidance; quality child care arrangements

for poor working parents that stress social developuent and

school readiness: and quality preschool for all clic-advantaged 3-

and 4-year-olds.

I 1 '
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This Committee and this Congress have an opportun ty to

exert leadership in these areas so that in cooperation with

state and local government, with the private sector and

individual families all children have access to these services.

In terms of the structure of the public schools, CED
.4

advocates school-based management that involves principals,

teachers, parents, and other school personnel in shared decision-

making and accountability; smaller schools and smaller classes;

upp-to-date educational technology integrated into the curriculum

to provide new learning opportunities for students; additional

pedagogichl support for teachers; support systems within the

schools that include health services, nutritional guidance, and

psychological, carter, and family counseling; and iocreased

emphasis on extracurricular activities that help build academic,

social, or physical skills.

In short, the CED recommendations, like NEA's

recommendations, constitute a comprehensive program for reform

and renewal in public education. These recommendations are

grounded in a close, longitudincl study of the public schools,

and the students and educatorn who populate them, and consider

what resources and programs they must have to fulfill the

expectations of the American people and the future needs of our

nation. NO one is suggosting that providing those resources and

developing and maintaining those programs will be an easy task.

But the fact is Amenica is changing, its people, its economy, and

its institutions tree changing, and the public schools must be

115
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transformed not merely to reflect societal changes up to now

but to lead our nation forward into the future.

The Excellence in Education Act

The programs embodied in the Excellence in Education Act are

marginal at best, and some would be leadership in the wrong

direction.

The structure of the Excellence in Education Act of 1989 is

sound. It has the appearance of aing a major education

initiative. Its findings are, for the most part, beyond

challenge. It has components that are designed to address

several different aspects of our educational system. It includes

some resources to carry out its objectives. /t emphasises state

and local control. However, it ix unclear how this measure does

anything meaningful to address the key needs of public schools or

students. This proposal falls fax short of providing the kind of

design, resources, or leadership to initiate any of the

recommendations NEA, CED, or any other organisation with

experience in the strengths and weaknesses of the public school

have advanced in recent years.

There are positive lements in this package. For instance,

NEA supports an increase in the endowment grants for Historically

Black Colleges and Universities, and we support assistance to

school districts to address the scourge of drugs that threatens

the future of America's youth. The Drug-tree Schools Urban

Emergency Grants and the ndowment awards to the Historically

Black Colleges and Universities would build on an existing

1 1 ,
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framework, they would address real needs, and they would provide

resources to accomplish goals established by the education

community.

The National Science Scholars Program is a nice idea. Out

compared to the widening gap between the costs of postsecondary

education and the level of assistance provided under existing

Werra student aid programs, the $5 million it would provide in

PY90 is less than a drop in the bucket.

Recognition versus Maningful Assistance

We simply cannot fool ourselves. Providing awards to

schools for their accomplishments as in the Merit Schoole program

is not even icing on the cake; it is the decorative cher:y one

would place in the center of the cake after it has been frosted.

At a time when most people aro talking about the need to

establish national goals in education, this program would reward

local schools for meeting their own criteria. At a time of

limited federal resources, it is counterproductive to devote this

level of resources to a program that, in effect, duplicates

existing state and local recognition programs. more importantly,

the Merit Schools plan fails to provide a sustained commitment to

public schools with serious obstacles to achieving meaningful

educatior. reform and improvement. A one-time grant would not

enable schools to establish new programs or pay teachers more, or

address the physical deterioration of schools. At a time when

budgetary restrictions bring every expenditure under close

scrutiny, it'r important to meet the greatest needs first.

! 7
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Giving out prizes for doing well is not the first or greatest

need.

In addition, the proposed legislation would provide $100

million in FY90 for Magnet Schools of Excellence. Again, this

change would tend to underialns longstanding efforts at the state

and local level to establish a positive route toward

desegregation. Instead, this proposal is intended to promote

open urollmtnt, a concept which is at best an untested

experiment and at worst the path to a massive resegregation of

the public schools by ability, by race, and by class.

Leadership in the Wrong Direction

Some components of the Excellence in Education Act are, in

fact, leadership in the wrong direction. In the last two

decades, states have devoted considerable time and effort to

strengthening the requirements necessary to ensure a qualified

teacher is present in every classroom. The National Board for

Professional Teaching Standardswhich is designed to promote

the improvement and standardization of pcsservice and inservice

education for professional educators is still in its infancy.

At the same time more than half the states already have escape

hatches to allow persons without such training to cover

classrooms. And now this measure would provide states $25

million in FY90 to explore new ways to circumvent existing

certification standards.

There are no shortcuts to excellence. In March 1989, the

Rand Center for the Study of the Teaching Profession released a

1 1 S
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study ntitled, °Redesigning Teacher Education: Opening the Door

for New Recruits to Science and Mathematics Teaching.' After

looking at several alternatives to teacher education, the Rand

study concluded thate as a group, alternative certification

recruits were the least satisfied with their coursework, the

least satisfied with their practicum, ahd in most cases the ost

frustrated in the lack of preparation for the classroom.

Proponents of alternative certification tend to downplay the

importance of pedagogical training, but according to the Rand

study, °the ost frequently mentioned need was for additional

coursework in teaching methods...Alternative certification

recruits wished they had had training in teaching methods and

classroom management b9IFTLthey entered the classroom...° The

Rand report concludes that °the nontraditional programs that

follow a more 'traditional' preparation approachnocoviding

substantial pedagogical coursework bpkTiLrecruits nter th

classroom and providing supervision and graduated assumption of

responsibility during an internshipp-are more effective in the

eyes of their participants and graduates. Programs that severely

truncate coursework and place candidates on the job without

adequate preparation or supervision are, not surprisingly, least

well-rated 1* recruits.°

Furthermore, the Rand report questions whether scientists

and engineers are a viable pool for recruiting teachers. The

National Science Poundation reports that of 21,423 respondents

employed in scientific and technical occupations in 1970, only

121 switched to precollege teaching during the course of the

I 1 9
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decade, most taught for only one or two years, and :2ter 10

years, only three remained in the classroom. The Rand study

reports about 4 percent of these 21,423 scientists had education

degrees, but only 0.2 percent were teaching at the 1-12 level.

concluding 'for this group, 'defectors' outnumbered entrants to

teaching by a ratio of 20 to 1."

In our viev, Mr. Chairman, the $25 million proposed to

encourage stotes to explore alternative certification procedures

would be far better invested through funding the research for the

National Board for Professional Teaching Standords as proposed in

S. 478, as introduced by you and Senator Dodd.

Since 1857, NEA has been dedicated to improving the teaching

professior. And toward that end, we have supported efforts to

improve the compensation of teachers and other education

e mployees in order to attract end retain qualified individuals in

e ducation professions. Ono of our first and most nduring goals

as an organisation is to assure that there is a qualified teacher

in eymclassroom. And in our view, the Presidential Awards for

Excellence in Education component of this bill does not lead us

toward that end. All teachers should be fairly compensated for

the servico they perform, and one cannot get around that basic

fact. A one-shot $5,000 award for a relative handful of teachers

is not nearly effective as efforts to identify, recruit, and

prepare qualified individuals to education careers, efforts to

strengthen the standards and certification for those entering the

profession, and efforts to provide professional compensation for

all education employees.
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There Are Alternatives

The Excellence in Education Act, as introduced, would

authorize more than $2.2 billion over four years t) state and

local education agencies. The largest component of this Act, the

Merit Schools program, would devote more than $1.5 billion to a

recognition program that amounts to little more than a pat on the

head to schools and communities that face serious obstacles in

their efforts to prepare our nation's young people to address the

educational, social, and economic challenges of the next century.

This Committee has more than just a track record of establishing

significant education programs; it has a proud tradition. Over

the past three decades, Congress under the leadership of the

Education and Labor Committee enacted the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965, the Bilingual Education Act of

1968, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1974, and

the dozens of other programs that have made an enduring

contribution, not only to public education, but to the lives of

the millions of Americans public ducation has touched and

continues to touch each year. The legtslation before you does

not build on that foundation; it is more of a stroll down the

garden path.

America's public schools and the students erved in them

deserve more than the rhetoric, rewards, and redundancy this

measure offers. At present, only about one-half of the students

eligible to participate in compensatory education programs

actually receive services. The appropriations for the state

grant portion of th Education for All Handicapped provides only

1 2 1
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about 7 percent of the costs above average per pupil

expenditures, far short of the 40 percent Congress pledged to

provide when the programs were established. FY89 appropriations

for bilingual education programs is sufficient to serve only

about one-sixth of the students reported by states as limited

English-proficient. The first, the most important step Congress

could take toward excellence in education should be to provide

funding for the full range of existing programs that extends

access to all eligible students. Second, Congress should

establish a comprehensive network of programs to address the

academic, nutritional, health care, and social needs of our

nation's disadvantaged children. Third, Congress should provide

the resources that will enable school districts to expand and

strengthen programs in the areas our children will need to be

successful in the future. When that agenda is completed, there

will be no need for a recognition program for schools for

accomplishing what they all ought to be doing now.

Finally, in this time of limited resources, we are deeply

concerned that funds for new programs not come at the expense of

existing federal education programs that we know work. Chapter

1, bilingual education, handicapped education, and the rest are

seriously underfunded; after accounting for inflation, fed.oral

elesentary and secondary education programs have lost $4.2

billion since 1980. /f this Committee does move Zorward with any

of the elements of the Excellence in Education Act, the programs

should Av financed with new funds.

122
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V. commend this Committee for Its %fork in developing and

supporting programs that help state and local education agencies

address the needs of our nation's young people, and we look

forward to working ,vith this Committee in the ongoing process of

monitoring and refining existing programs, and developing new

programs to maintain thn national drive toward excellence and

equity in education.

123
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The Council of Chief StntA School Officers commends President

Bush for advancing the legislative initiatives of the Educational

Excellence Act of 1989, H.R. 1675. The Council commends, also,

Chairman Hawkins, Representative Goodling and the members of the

SUbcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education for

holding the hearing August 2 1989, for consideration of the proposal

and opportunity for public comment.

Our Council believes that the objectives which underpin the

President's program are best achieved through significant emendments

to and increases in funds for current federal programa such as

Chapter One, PUblic Law 94-142, bilingual education, vocational

education, magnet schools and other statutes which provide access to

education of quality. The Administration's proposals, with

modification, can provide important additions to currnt programs if

two conditions obtain: first, thesn initiatives must not draw

limited resources from existing, proven programs; second, the

initiatives must be linked carefully to current federal program

priorities and structures and to state and local efforts and reforms

addressed to advancing the quality of education.

Overview

The centerpiece of H.R. 1675 is Title I, Part A, Presidential

Merit Schools. To assure effective use of federal funds for such a .

125
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recognition program, it is essential to connect the concept and use

of merit awards with the current, central federal program, Chapter 1

of the Hawkins-Stafford Amendments. We advance suggestions to

accomplish this below.

We also urge amendments to several other parts of H.R. 1675 to

provide that the administration of these parts will efficiently and

effectively take advantage of the capacities of state education

agencies as partners with the ioderal government in the

administration of federal education programs. These amendments are

particularly important for administration of the Presidential Awards

for Excellent Teachers.

Merit Schools

We support the concept of recognizing meritorious performance.

We urge that this concept be joined with the recently enacted

provisions for Chapter 1 prograa improvement of the Hawkins-Stafford

Act. This $250 million program of awards should be joined with the

procedures for identifying schools most needing improvement in order

to reward those schools which make significant gains through program

improvement plans. This would provide a powerful incentive for

education reform and would reward accomplishment where most needed in

American education.

126
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Pnblic Law 100-297, the Hawkins-Stafford Act, provides, for the

first time, a means for state and local education agencies (SEAs and

LEAs) to identify those schools receiving Chapter 1 funds which are

not achieving net gains or which are losing ground in student

performance. The law requires LEAs and SEAs to take steps for

improvement school by school. The merit award program should reward

those schools Which make significant improvement.

State education agencies worked this school year with committees

of local practitioners to develop statwide plans to implement the new

requirements. Schools in need of improvement were identified based

on current data, and in the fall of the 1989-1990 school year, the

schools identified in each of the states will wor- with their local

education agency through a plan for improvement. Over the years, in

each state, this process will provide performance data to ensble

determination of progress, or lack of it, in the schools most needing

help. This process is ready-wade for use in identifying the real

success stories of improvement. These successful examples are

exactly the ones Which should be recognized through the merit schools

program and rewarded with funds to enable further progress.

By coupling together Chapter 1 program improvement and merit

schools, the President and Congress can meet the dual objectives of

focusing federal spending on economically and educationally

/ 27
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disadvantaged students and encouraging hard work and achievement by

financial incentives.

The authorization of funding for merit schools under Chapter I

should include a trigger, similar to that adopted by the Senate Labor

and Human Resources Committee recently in reporting out the 4sart

Start Program. This would link appropriations for merit school

recognition to the total Chapter 1 appropriation and, particularly,

the full funding of state program improvemeent services. Connecting

these authorizations would advance the goal Congress adopted almost

unanimouslyto serve all children eligible for Chapter 1 by 1993 and

to assure support and incentives are available for those schools most

in need of improvement.

State Administration of the Initiatives

To assure maximum effectiveness in administration of federal

education nrograma, it is essential to WO existent state education

administradve capacity. Recommendations for administration of the

several rarts of the proposed Educational Excellence Act of 1989 are

summarized in the attached comments.

Our Corncil appreciates the opportunity to inibmit a statement on

the Prosident's initiatives. We have draft amendments for use of

Subcommittet members and staff and would welcome the opportunity to

assist with this legislation.

126
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Comments on the Proposed Educational Excellence Act of 1989

Administrative Iss7onsibilities for the Several Parts

August 2, 1989

The proposed Act has a variety of patterns for administering the federal
initiatives. Federal education progress are most effective when administered
through state education agencies (SEA). This pattern enables coupling of

federal with state resources and the use of existent state administrative
capacity rather than creation of added federal bureaucracy. The following

comments identify those parts of the Act which require revision to take
advantage of existent state education agency capacity for federal prograa
administration:

Title I. Part A, Presidential Merit Schools

The Merit Schools Program is implemented through the state education
agency which prveres an application, sets the criteria, and mikes a
determination on which schools will be rewarded as merit schools. This

administrative structure should be maintained.

Title I. Part I. Magnet Schools of Excellence

Under this program the U.S. Departnent of Education administers funds
directly to local education agencies, intermediate education agencies, or
consortia of such agencies. There is no provision for application under a

state plan or for SEA review. There is no review of applications from local

agencies by the state education agency. This prograa should be administered

through SEAs.

Title I. Part C, Alternative Certification for Teachers and Principals

The administering agency for grants made by the Secretary of Education

is "the State." The bill should explicitly make the state education agency

the administering agency.

Title I. Part D, Presidential Awards for Excellence in Education

Under this program an application to participate is submitted to the
Secretary by the governor of each state. A se1octIon panel to choose the
teachers is selected by the governor in consultation with the chief state
school officer. This procedure departs from the well-established processes
of teacher recognition which the states have been using for forty years. The

current Teacher of the Year (TOY) prograa provides for selection of teachers
who demonstrate outstanding performance by the SEA and a nonpartisan panel of

education experts. The process is objective and efficient. No new
administrative machinery is needed for this task. This program should be

operated as part of the TOY process through each SEA each year.

(Continued)

1 29
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Title II, National Science Seholars

Under this program the President designates scholars who are nominated
by the states. Each state nominates at least four but mat more than ten
students from each Congressional district within the state. The proposal is
silent on which entity within the state handles the nomination and what
process is set up in each Congreasional district for making the nominations.
No reference is made to the SEA. The program should be operated by the SEAs
in conjunction wIth local education agencies (LEAs).

Title III, Drng-fre. Schools, Urban Emergency Grouts

Under this program the Drug-free Schools and Communities Act of 1986 is
amended with a special provision for urban emergency grants. The Secretary
of Education awards such grants to local education agencies with no review or
comment by the SEA. There is no requirement to connect these grants with the
state plan and administration for the drug-frec schools federal program.
This title should provide for SEA review and comment to the Secretary on each
proposal as it relates to the state plan before any award by the Secretary.

13`,.)
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Suboormittee on Elementary, Sewn
Vocational Education, the Itearloan Association of Co,leges for Teacher

Education submits the following otatsment, for the record, in regard to H.R.
1675, the Educational Exmalenoe lot of 1549.

ry and

While IACTE commends th Bush administration for its intereat in
education and stated oommitment to isproving the qmlity of sohccling in the
United States, we believe certain strategies suggested by the administration
are ill-concaved. Our particular oonoerno are directed to Title I, PART C
of H.R. 1675, .Ilternative Certification far Teach:re and Prinoipals
Program.° We name with the first three findings for this part. Clearly,
schools require oompetent teachers, good persona should be recruited into
the profession, and if cert*ato individuals from otter professioos may wish,
at some point to shift careers and enter teaching; r.ompetent and
oaring individuals should be encouraged to do so. It does not follow,
however, that standards established to proteot children from those who could
potentially do them harm should be relaxed or elimitated to essentially
promote entry into teaching or school administrat1 on. for a particular class
of persons.

Knowledge of sub sot matter or experienoe ' ..ife do not, alone,

prepare persons for tM responsibilitiee of toaotan;. Before a person
enters a olassrons as a teaoher he or oho must be prepared to do more than
disseminate informstion. Teachers mot possesa a thorough grasp of the
knowledge base undergirding teaching praotioe, a reortoire of instructional
strategies, and the skills to apply those to the education of individual
students; he or she must understand and use methods of inquiry and research
in making profesaional decision; he or sho must have a coaprehensive

understanding of methods of student assessment and measurement including U36
of observations, design of standardised examinations, and how to interpret
and U30 the reaults of these *valuation; and he or she must be able to
transcend his or hew own personal xperienoes in the olassrcoa 63 students,
and autoequently as teaohers, in order to rake instructional decasions based
on professional knowledge.

The need for al/eaten:4W preparation prior to being given classroon
responsibility does not mean that individuals who elready hold undergraduate
cv graduate degreea and have xperienoe in other professiona must undertake
an identical professional preparation progras as persons beginning their
undergraduate preparation. Programs to prepare "ern-traditional" persons
for careers in teaching have existed for decades and may be found in
thousands of colleges and universities acroas the United States. The
fundamental differences between these traditional worts= and and
alternatives are in the target audience, tho training design. and the length
of training, not in program oontent, rigor or expected outoones.
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The a.ainistration's proposal attempts to create something that already
exist, and in so do treads on states. rem ibilities to determine
tee or c en s. mot previous y, aany col egm and

vers t s, o ten war= . 1.EFS-state agescies and school districts,
provide sound professimal preparation for non-traditiceal students who seek
careers in teaching. In addition, the Faderal government already provides
an opportunity for those who want to establian such programs to remive seed
mmey through Fund for the Improvemot and Research on Schools and Teaching
(FIRST) to do so. This program is in plow* and appropriations have been
made for it. To create a new program, that essentially Cuplicatea
something already in place is an unwise use of limited federal resource:,
Further, since the alloostion of funds for the Alternative Certif.:cation
Program would go to all states on a formula basis, it mai quickly be
interpreted as a mandate. It I. at this point, that states may very
cormotly he alarmed that the Federal government will begin to dictate
teacher limns:re Mendards.

Evaluations of "alternative oertifice"m" programs in New Jersey,
California and Connecticut indicate they have a measure of sexless when they
are established to mompiish a particular goal --such as attracting persons
into innor-oity schools. However, The idiosyncratic nature of those
program must be taken into account. Bemuse a particular alternative
certifioatim program is useful for attracting individuals into Loa Angeles
city sohoole, does mat man it can be suooessfully replicated lsewhere.

AICTE urges ambers of the committee to reject the proposal to give
state grants to create alternative teacher cortificatice programs. Many
colleges and universities already have suoh programs in place and aro

serving tho needs of non-traditional students. Further, those states, LEAs
or IHEs interested in developing such programs say requent funding from
FIRST which is authortsed to make grants for this purpoae.

CONTACT: Penelope Earley, Director
Policy Development, Public and Govenmental Relations
AICTE
One Dupont Circle, Suite 510
Vashington, DC 20036

(202) 293-2450

21-341 (136)
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